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ABSTRACT

The In-Service program to assist the Henderson City and'.
Henderson County school systems in achieving successful total
desegz,_gation was in session for four weeks with eighty enrollees
from the two school systems in session from 9:00 AM - 3:00 PM.
Other special group meetings were held as needed following the
regular sessions.

The In-Service Staff was composed of five consultants, eight
group leaders, and four resource people from outside the local
system.

This service was made possible by Grant---to School-Board
;umber OE35-27-E009-PL88-352, Title IV, Section 405: The Civil
Right of 1964.

The program directors were C. Tom Roll, Guidance Counselor
of Henderson County High School, and Leona Smith, General
Supervisor of Henderson City Schools.

The Project Reported Herein Was Supported by a Grant from the
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION;AND WELFARE, Office of
Education.

The purpose of the program was to achieve greater understandifig,
improve communication, and make more effective human relations
within the various working groups. These purpose would be achieved
by identifying special educational problems arising as a result
of total behavior patterns and attitudes of the disadvantaged
child, providing insights necessary to cope with disciplinary
problems arising from lack of understanding and assisting in
implementing a program of extra--curriculor activities.

The procedures used were classroom lectures by consultants
and resource people, task groups to develop working papers,
attitudinal groups for attitudinal exploration by participants,
a field trip to the Breckinridge Job Corp Center and an open
forum each Friday by enrollees, consultants,and resource people.

The results of the four weeks program are indicative of the
changes tint were made in the feelings of teachers both Negro and
white about themselves, each other, and the culturally disadvantaged
child. This is rather subjective as it came in great part from
informal meetings between the staff and enrollees. The results
of the tests also indicates a movement in a less prejudiced
direction toward the Negroes.

The conclusion of the two superintendents of the systems,
the directors, staff and enrollees was that it had been a most
fruitful In-Service program with the desired outcome evident to
a significant decree and that the teachers who were part of the
program showed evidence of being able to function better in
school situations.
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INTRCOUCTION

The following report is a result of a four week In-Service
Training Program conducted by the Henderson County-Henderson City
School Systems to assist in achieving successful total desegregation
under the provisions of Title IV, Section 405, of Public Igr.z. 88-352,
The Civil Rights Act of 1964 and supported by Grant No. 0E36-27-E009
from thct LY S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Office
of Education.

This program was designed to assist in solving the special
educational problems for the 1965-66 school year which are occasioned
by complete desegregation of the faculty, staff, and students of
the Henderson County-Henderson City School Systems. The primary
purpose of the program reported herein was to effect a smooth
transit-It-, and assimilation of teachers and students who not
yet been integrated in the two systems.

The procedures (which are described in detail in Section II
of this rcport) employed in this program were conducted by the two
school systems with the assistance of five consultants, eight group
leaders, and four resource persons who came from outside the systems.
The only local members of the instructional staff were the co
directorc (one from each system).

The general content of the program consisted of experiences
designed to improve the teaching skills of the participants in .

relation to the culturally deprived student. The participants were
expected to develop new or modify existing instructional materials
for use with the above mentioned students. The consultants were
expected to provide new information to the participants concerning
socio-cconcaic aspects of the desegregated student, effective
administrative procedures and policies within the desegregated schob
and to review existing instructional material available for use in
enrichir.g the curriculum.

The consultants, with the help of the group leaders, were
expected to assist the enrollees in the preparation of working papers
by grade level task groups. These are explained in detail in another
section of this report.

The group leaders were also expected to provide a climate in
which their group members could examine their existing personal
constructs and attitudes and hopefully integrate the new information
received into their behavioral and attitudiLal patterns.

The general methods of instruction were as follows:

. .

The 80 enrollees were divided into four lecture groups which
met with each of the consultants one morning per week in a typical
classroom setting or a total of four mornings within the training
period. The lecture groups also met twioe weekly as a task group
to develop the above mentioned working papers.
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The 80 enrollees were also divided into eight sub-groups which
met three times weekly with only the group and their group leader
present. It was intended that these groups deal primarily with
attitudinal aspects of the members. Each Friday panels were utilized
as described in another section of this report. The staff and
enrollees took one field trip, this being a visit to the Camp
'Ireckenridge "Job Corp" site.
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THE LECTURE GROUPS

It was assumed that knowledge is a necessary requisite to
attitudinal and behavioral change. The lecture phase of the program
was designed to provide relevant and useful information for the
participants of the institute. The choice of specific informational
areas was based on the needs and concerns of school personnel in
relation to the purposes of the institute. As these purposes and
concerns were examined, it seemed that certain academic and
professional content areas T.cre logically related in such a way as
to afford a conceptual and theoretical framework for the program.
Consequently, the lecture material was organized Inc', four areas of
specific concern: (1) The Behavioral Sciences, (2) Educational
Administration, (3) Educational Psychology, and (4) Curriculum
and Materials. Consultants in each of these four areas were
responsible for a series of lectures in his field of specialization
with assistance from a special Negro Consultant who divided his
time among; the groups.

The members of the institute were divided into four lecture
groups of approximately twenty members each. The divisions were
made on the basis of their grade-level teaching assignments so that
group A was composed of High School teachers, group B Junior High
teachers, group C teachers of grades 4,5 and 6 and group D teachers
of grades 1, 2, and 3. School principals were interspersed within
the four groups.

Each consultant lectured a total of twelve hours to each group.
The lecture periods were arranged in three hour blocks of time with
the consultant lecturing to each group three hours each week in
totating order. Thus, the consultant would lecture to Group
on Wonda morning for three hours, Group B: on !..udr2e ",

Group C on Wednesday morning and Group D on Thursday morning. In
this manner, each consultant would lecture to each group one time
each week during the four weeks of the institute.

The following portion of this report contains a brief summary
of the topics that were discussed by each of the consultants plus a
capsule description of each consultant's background.

The behavioral scientist has been involved in education for
the past fifteen years, and has taught at the elementary, high
school, and college levels, His interest and specialization areas
are the social foundations cf education.

The lectures were organized into four primary categories, (1)
Philosophical concerns, (2) Sociological concerns, (3) Anthropological
concerns, and (4) Practical Methods and Procedures that might be
used by school personnel in the solution of educational and social
problems.

In the first category, different philosophical positions were
examined. This was done in order to explore the relationships
between different philosophical positions and actual behavior and
beliefs that are cogent to the school and the school philosopk,..
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Within this category, an attempt was made to examine the idea of
freedom and to translate abstract notions of freedom into concrete
dimensions appropriate to individuals and groups.

In the area of sociological concern, the nature and causes of
prejudice were discussed. .The school as a social institution was
examined with special emphasis placed on the relationships between
the individual and group. Ethnocentrism and sub-cultural organi-
zation were discussed at some length.

Anthropological concepts were presented to each of the lecture
groups. Theories concerning the origin of race were examined along
with a discussion of racial characteristics. Also, some specific
cultural groups were compared and contrasted. Especial emphasis
was given to the impact of culture as it impenges on the individual
in terms of values and patterns of organization.

The fourth category focused on the ways that the data of the
behavioral sciences may be used in practical situations. One of the
chief concerns at this point was to convey to the enrollees the re-
lationships between theory and practice and to provide concrete
techniques that could be used in the school situation.

The consultant in educational administration has been actively
engaged in edudation for the past sixteen years. He has been a
high school principal.

The lectures were organized into three broad categories. These
categories were designed to explore different relationships within
the educational process.

The initial series of lectures dealt with the relationships
between faculty 4tembers and school administrators with special
emphasis being placed on the responsibilities these individuals
have to each other. The function, responsibilities, and the duties
of administrative personnel and faculty members were defined. The
legal and moral aspects of the problem of staff assignments were
examined.

The next concern of the consultant in educational administration
involved a candid appraisal of the problems that might be encountered
as a result of complete faculty and student desegregation. At this
point, certain administrative techniques were suggested that might
faciatate the desegregation process and insure a minimum of
disruption within the school program.

The final concern involved an analysis of the problems of the
culturally deprived student. Considerable time was devoted to the
challenge that the low-achiever offers to the educator.

The entire series of lectures was predicated on the assumption
that an entirely new philosophy of education is needed that will
provide for the needs of the culturally deprived child. In the
absence of a completely revised educational program, ablutions to the
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problems of the culturally deprived are improbable.

The consultant in educational psychology has had his experience
in education at the college level. Association with the campus
began thirteen years ago as a minister and counselor to students.
For the past eight years the experience have been that of teaching,
counseling, arl directing the counseling services of liberal arts
college where more than a third of the students are in teacher
education.

The lectures in educational psychology presented information
having maximal stimulus value for change of attitudes from the area
of this specialization. Emphasis was placed on recent findings
dealing 'with the limitations and potentials for change by humans.
Each lecture was divided, approximately at the break in the lecture
period, into an information phase and an inferences-for-the-
classroom phas This latter was done to assist in the transfer of
information to task group and to facilitate the sense of closure
for the very practical oriented teachers.

The question presented to the class the first day was "How
much can the disadvantage student be changed?" Lecture material was
taken from the classical heredity-enviromaint controversy. Flow of
evidence was from the effect of environatmt upon the organism,
through the interaction of environment and heredity, to the
characteristics of the organism produced. The inferences for
education included a through discussion of IQ scores.

A question presented the second session was "How does one
differentiate the disadvantaged student with undeveloped potential
from one who is working at relatively maximum potential?" Assuming
that identification is possible, methods of overcoming the dis-
advantage were discussed.

A third question was, "What are the goals of education in a
democratic society and what are the conditions which will lead to
learning?" A behavioral-change definition of learning was accepted.
Emphasis was then placed on democratic methods of teaching and upon
learning to learn.

Finally, specific educational principles drawn from areas of
psychology such as group lynamics and learning theory were presented
to give an overall sense of closure to the theoretical material
presented in the first series of lectures.

Presentation was slightly altered in addressing the different
grade groupings and in responding to the questions which arose
from time to time in each group.

The curriculum consultant has a varied background in school
work. She has taught in the elementary school, been an elementary
principal, taught at the college level and is now remedial reading
clinician in the Owensboro City Schools.
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The curriculum lectures dealt with reading as the major basis
for communication and the major tool for the acquisition of basic
information. Reading was the chief topic of discussion in the
curriculum area. The lectures were designed to help teachers
develop a keener insight into the complex act of learning to readd.
The characteristics of the disadvantaged child were discussed and
these characteristics were related to the problem of reading.

It was noted that the slow learner and the culturally deprived
child are often at a marked disadvantage in timed test situations.
The advantage of in individual informal reading inventory -:sere pointed
out. This type of individual appraisal will pinpoint particular
weaknesses and can provide much information from a practical stand-
point.

The National Society for the Study of Education's 24th yearbook
outlines the five major stages of reading instruction. These stages
were explored. It was emphasized that there is no real uniformity
of progress due to the uniqueness of each individual capacity to
achieve. At each of the five stages it is the teacher's task to
provide appropriate learning experiences in the light of the
difference that exist, thus encouraging each student to grow to the
limits of his capabilities.

It was noted that teachers of the content area subjects are
responsible for teaching these special vocabularies, as well as the
other skills needed, Leaving the development to chance will not get
the job done. The improvement of reading ability is part of the
content area curriculum.

It was suggested that a major problem encountered by teachers
involve; helOing'studepts'find,materials auitedto.their reading

'AlavOttifile-lirehd ts'aPPAteht.-' May edthorsbrstibject-t
04a.mat01418 arelaaking books easier to read without neglecting
content: Each year materials of high-interest and Iow-
vodabdlary.level,forthe retarded and/or reluctant reader are flooding
the inarketi.A'note df warning mUs"; be issued that care needs to be
Itierciadd. in the ehoice'bf ihe 'many Material's available.

SUMMARY

The results df the various lectures are difficult to evaluate.
It is alwayildifficultsto assay the impact of information where
attitude and tenaVibi. change-is ovserved. Howelier, it seems that
ibmi' of the participants used information derived from the lectures
in the attitudinal group discussion. Some of the lecture information
was evidently meaningful'or provocative to the extent that it carried
over into other' situations, The.materiel prebehted in the letures
was used'eitensiiilfsby the peiticipahti in the task groups. Mich
bf the was ihcorporated in to the' various`' task' papers.
The particiOanta'shoWevidence Bf havinca More sophisticated
lonaeWon of the vailoud dimensions of the educational process.
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TASK GROUP

The Task Groups were charged with the responsibility of
developing a working paper in regard to the culturally disadvantaged
and/or desegregated child. This paper, it was postulated, could
serve as a guide line to the enrollees in the second phase of the
program and could function as a stimulator to the thinking and
activities of the 75% of the instructional and administrative staffs
of the school districts who did not participate in the in-service
program.

An additional objective of the working papers was the preservation
and dissemination of any information deemed useful or meaningful
as resource material for future programs of a like nature.

Within the framework of thi.a program, four task groups were
designated and organized for the purpose of preserving some of
the thinking and solution possibilities which grew from the inter-
action of the enrollees with the consultant lectures and from their
explorations in the attitudinal groups.

Four groups were developed from the grade levels employed
by the Henderson School Systems: Group AHigh School (N=28),
Group B--Junior High (7-8) (N=15), Group C--Intermediate Grades
(N=21), Group D--Primary Grades (N=16).

This particular method of grouping was selected to maxmize
the "workability" of the materials developed by the task groups,
i.e., although there would be much commonality in the teaching
methodologies employed with primary level and high school level
students, there would also be significantly divergent maturational
and motivational aspects emphasized in the teaching process.

Task groups had two assigned group leaders who worked with
them each time they met. These leaders also had responsibilities
as leaders of attitudinal groups. The four consultants rotated
among the groups to aid in the special emphasis areas.

Enrollees were requested to formulate their thoughts around
the desegregated and/or culturally deprived child. The working
papers were to result from this assignment. Task groups were
orginally scheduled to meet twice weekly. Three groups met three
times and one met four. Changes in the workshop itinerary made
reduction of the number of task meetings necessary.

The expected materials to be generated from this portion of
the program are included in appendices. These working papers
are all similar in as much as they sought to describe the culturally
disadvantaged child and deal with methods of improving the
educational process for such children. The enrollees recommended
procedures to be employed in the overall entrancement of the
curriculum, and stress the communication and caring aspects of
the teacher-student relationship. The fact that the most compre-
hensive description of the culturally deprived child is one that
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depicts a person in need of caring relationships is emphasized
not just one relationship, but many that provide him with feelings
of self worth and dignity.

The enrollees emphasized the necessity for the administration
to work with the teachers in helping to provide the environment
these children need. They also reinforced their concern that
teachers also have these kind of relationships with school
administration and community. They stress the need for the
educational community to communicate and work with the social
community in an effort to provide both the environmental facilities
and the type of atmosphere required for these children.

The four groups indicated that they followed somewhat similar
patterns in their approach to the papers, i.e.:

(1) The total group spent its initial contact time trying
to describe the task in meaningful terms for itself.

(2) During the first step one or more members began to
accept leadership responsibilities.

(3) After some degree of problem definition subgroups were
suggested and organized.

(4) Subgroups designated their leaders and/or recorders
and begin work.

(5) The subgroups merged one or more times to go through a
synthesizing type of process.

(6) Final acceptance of the task followed the last
sythesizing activity.

Variations from the general procedure presented above seemed
to be based primarily upon the amount and type of behavior exhibited
by the group leaders. Although it was desired that the groups
select their own leadership and attack the working papers in
their own way, the presence of the group leaders seemed to inhibit
this. The groups tended, for the most part, to look to the
group leaders for their direction rather than to select leadership
from among their members. In as much as most of the group
leaders desired to allow the groups to produce their own mtterials
the "working process" seemed to begin slowly and with difficulty.

The "assigned tasks" were specific in terms of giving each
group a definite direction which the papers should take. The tasks
were not specific in terms of providing each group member with
something he could personally identify with and direct himself
toward. The desired and even expected creativity of the group
seemed to be stifled by the very fact that the members saw the
papers as something that had to be done, but also as sogething that
would not be helpful in their individual teaching activities. The
lack of quality apparent in most of the written material is
attributed to this dynamic. Group leaders reported many significant
insights, suggestions, recommended teaching and social activities,
etc., but these did not appuar'in the paper. !Ittis 2:-.1t; .however,
that many of these will be implemented in the Henderson City &
County Schools this coming year.
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SUMMARY

The task groups focused on the desegregated and/or culturally
deprived child by developing "working papers" which were intended
to be of practical value to both the enrollee who participated
in the institute and the non-enrollee who might be supplied
with the material. The purpose of the groups and the assignment
of the "working papers" were conceptually valuable for this type
of program. The final products did not contain the quality
sought and possible reasons for this have been elaborated.

Ovservations of enrollee activity and participation high-
lighted the idea that the participants were highly envolved in the
problems and issues which they faced, but not in the task of
producing the type of papers they perceived as being required. It
is suggested that these types of papers would be productive only
if the participants are personally committed to them. The
enrollees must be able to see the potential value or meaningfulness
of the papers.

It is quite possible that one method of achieving this
meaningfulness would be to have each enrollee participant write
his own working paper. If the papers are to be produced by larger
must be specified or provided for, and the enrollees must be
convinced of the potential value of the papers.
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THE ATTITUDINAL GROUPS

The proposal under which the Institute was funded envisioned
small groups as essential in approaching problems of faculty
desegregation because of the need for fact -to -face confrontation of
ideas. Although desegregation of teaching personnel might become
an organizational fact by the placement of Negroes in previously
all-white faculties, true desegregation would involve an emotional
as well as an intellectual acceptance of the new status by teachers
and administrators of both, races.

Item 3 under a sec-.ion in the proposal devoted to methods reads
as follows:

"The eight sub-groups shall meet twice weekly with only their
group leader present. It is intended that these groups deal
primarily with attitudinal aspects of the member."

Because studies of the group process suggest groups of six to
twelve members with a minimum of ten meetings, the attitudinal) groups
were scheduled to meet, at the descretion of the co-directors, three
times rather than twice weekly.

Rationale for the use of "group dynamics" in situations which
call for interpersonal understandings is not difficult to find.
Industry has, since World War III used this method in leadership
training. It is used increasingly in secondary schools and colleges
Ac a !:Icans of gaining wider participation and deeper understanding
among students. The group approach among emotionally disturbed
individuals has often proved to be a valuable therapeutic device,
while clubs and study groups adapt "group process" methods to studies
of such attitude involved areas as international relations, civic
action, or "Great Books".

Selection of the attitudinal groups was made on the basis of
Edwards' Table of Random Numbers, using the nuubered applications of
the eighty selected enrollees. After groups were randomly selected,
adjustments were made according to previously determined criteria
regarding the distribution of Negro enrollees and of Principals. Only
six changes were necessary to place all principals in attitudinal
groups in which none of their teachers were involved. An indication
of the effectiveness of the random groupin4 is shown by the fact that
only one change was required to gain the distribution of Negro
enrollees thought to be best under thI circumstances of the Institute.
Since only ten Negroes were enrolled in the Institute, and since it
was felt that these participants might fell more comfortable if in
groups where they were not the sole Negro representatives, it
was possible for only five of the eight groups to include two Negroes
each. Negro enrollees have since expressed appreciation for con-

sideration of their feelings in this matter.

As shown in another portion of this report, ,group leaders varied
greatly in backgrounds of experience and education, in age, in the
localities which they represented, and, though less measurable, in
temperament.
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All group leaders have at least one graduate year beyond the
masters in counseling, one is a doctoral condidate in counseling
psychology, and another has recently completed a doctorate in the
field.

Teaching experience varies among the group leaders from five to
thirty years, but their average is approximately five years of
experience each in the field of counseling. Some have worked with
college students; all have experience with junior and senior high
school youngsters, including group counseling with these students.

Experience has varied among this group of counselors in the
field of group counseling and group dynamics with adults, but all
have participated both as leaders and participants, some as long
as full school year in the same group. Five of the group Leasers
worked for several months in a small group project for teachers in
the Alamo Heights High School in San Antonio, Texas; during the
1963-64 school year. One has worked with mental patients in group
therapy, another has participated in a leadership training workshop
with representatives from industry, from education, and from the
professions. Another group leader worked for several months with
minority and disadvantaged-older teen-agers.

Age of the group leaders varies from 26 to 54 years, and they
have professional roots in New York, Illinois, New Mexico, South
Dakota, North Dakota, Texas Nebraska, Cblbrado, Iowa, Missouri,
and Tennessee, as well as in Kentucky.

Attitudinal group leaders served also as task group leaders,
working as teams of two. This duty is further explained in the
secrion under "Task Groups".

Most group leaders felt, based upon experiences in other group
interaction, that attitudinal groups might develop characteristics
of confidentiality, and openness not ordinarily found in groups of
teachers

EtJwas not expected that depth of feeling would be reached to
allow the groups to focus upon individual problems relating to
personality. These were not conceived as therapy groups.

Some apprehension was expressed by group-leader, 't the outset
of the Institute regarding groups without Negro me*ers. It was
felt that much of the purpose of the Institute might be hampered if
face-to-face confrontation between members of the two races could
not occur within attitudinal groups.

Leaders expressed some concern about the presence of principals
within groups composed largely of classroom teachers. It was feared
that principals might stifle a free interchange of ideas, or that
they might tend to take leadership into their own hands and control
discussions. The need for discussion across administrative lines
outweighed the possible dangers, however, and except for safe-
guarding individual teachers as shown above, principals were included
in the groups on a random basis.
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Uovement within each of the groups, resulting as it did from the
unique combination of personalities among the participants and the
catalytic impetus of the leader, provided a variety of interactions
which can be sampled but only partially understood in the light of
future developments, It is apparent, however, that certEin
characteristics of group culture came about as the result
observable differences among the structures of the groups. Some
of these differences parallel the predictions of group leaders, in
that they are seen to have enhanced or hampered the favorable
attitudinal movement desired in predicted ways.

The following intruments were used for sampling attitudes of
participants and movement within the groups:

1. Attitudinal Group Log

2. Adjective Rating Scales

3. Barrett-Lennard Relationship Inventory

4. Allport-Vernon Scaie of Values

A study, or studies, of the results of these instruments might
inspire many :7icant conclusions as to the effectiveness of
various group approaches, structures and leadership. In attempting
to verify or refute one hypothesis about the lack .:J.f Negroes in a
small group, the Barett-Lennard Inventory and the Attitudinal
Group Log are used here informally.

Leaders of Groups 2, 3, and 7, in which no Negroes were present,
felt that movement toward improved inter-racial attitudes may have
been hampered by this lack. In the following chart, which summarizes
the Barrett-Lennard Inventory, it will be noted that leaders from
Group 2 and 3 show scores below the median in "Unconditionality of
Regard". These group leaders have never worked with Negro youth
or adults, and it may be hydothesized that, in their concern for
empathy with a Negro point of view, their groups seemed to hear them
say "I hold you in high regard as long as you accept a "right"
point of view toward Negroes". The leader of group 7, on the other
hand, has dealt extensively with Negro youth and might therefore not
seem to make this conditionality in his obvious regard for group
members
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TABLE

BARRETT-LENNARD RELATIONSHIP INVENTORY

ENROLLEE PERCEPTION OF GROUP LEADERS

POSITIVE
REGARD .

EMPATHY CONGRUENCE UNCONDITIONALITY
OF REGARD

GROUP

I 32,7 24.2 30.3 16.8

II 28.8 19.9 21.1 14.7

III 30.8 21.7 34.4 14.3

IV 40.4 22.5 33.8 20.1

V 34.9 18.3 31.7 18.1

VI 36.4 26.1 37.0 21.0

VII 34.3 28.1 35.6 24.8

VIII 39.8 28.6 39.9 24.3

MEAN 34.8 23.7 33.0 19.3

That his group might show less favorable movement because no
Negroes were involved was of particular concern to the leader of
Group 3 who said, " This (the group Movement) really
disappointed me.. It got to the point where everyone was admitting
openly that he was prejudiced but couldn't do anything about it.
One member said, 'Well, we're prejudiced, and we admit it. But
what can we do about it?' And everybody agreed with him. They
couldn't have done this if there had been a Negro there."

This counselor pointed out that his group had often expressed
the feeling that they needed a Negro point of view, but when during
the last two weeks of the Institute they were given an opportunity
to talk with the Negro consultant, "It was just like 'fleet the
Press'. They really had at him!

That the feeling concerning the conditionality did not appear
to color the perception of Group 3 members of the personal warmth of
their Group leader is indicated by the following summary
which shows members' daily ratings of their leader on the warm-
cold continuum. 7 represents the highest scoring possible. This
item appears to be well above the norm for group leaders.
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PERCEPTIONS OF "WARMTH" OF LEADER

Group 3 - (12 sessions)

Group
Members 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

1 7 7 6 6 6 6 4 6 6 6 6

2 6 4 6 5 6 6 4 6 3 6 5

3 7 7 7 6 6 7 6 7 6 7 7

4 7 7 7 7 7 7 6 7 7 7 7 7

5 7 7 7 6 7 7 7 7 7 6 7 7

6 7 6 5 7 7 7 7 6 7 7 7 7

7 -7 7 6 5 7 6 7 7 7 7 7

8 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7

On a continnum of 1 to 7, the above represents the perception
of "warmth" of the leader as recorded by each of eight group members
after each of the twelve sessions.

The consultant in educational psychology comments:

"L. are well aware that actual exposure is one of the most
effective means of changing attitudes. There was no contact here in
the attitudinal group, and we might hypothesize that this group
would show less favorable movement."

Day to day feelings of group members may be traced in the
Attitudinal Group Logs. The following is a brief summary of
impressions gained from a "Subjective Overview" of representative
logs.

The reactions within the group logs were as many and varied
a there were people writing them. On the negative side, some
people felt a lack of true communication, some disliked their group
leader, some felt too threatened to participate, others felt a
gulf between hi4h school and elementary teachers, some felt the
leader was holding back, some felt the leader was subtly trying to
instill his own views, some felt old teachers rigid and "not with
it", some felt young teachers expressed "know-it-all" attitudes,
and maybe worst of all, some people left with these feelings
fully intact.

The following are quoted examples from student logs:

"Teachers with one, two years in the field seem to know all the
answers, and it is my experience with them at school end ii my
department that they don't know apple butter from ----."

IS
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"I feel that we elementary teachers (three of us) are not
meeting the high school teachers on common ground."

"To-day I felt we proceeded too slow, because - too many
arguments."

"I believe people are tired and have little more to say.:

"The same colored aboved expressed that we in our group were
not expr-.sse-; curociv w 1-eally feel about intergration."

"To-day I felt we didn't accomplish anything, --- we just
couldn't get a spark of interest."

"I felt that the attitudinal groups met too often."

"To-day I felt a little disgusted because we keep bringing up
problems but no one will ewarn try to come up .with a solution
to the problem."

"To-day I felt for some reason (Maybe age and personality)
that most of the members never really expressed their true
feelings."

"To-day I felt perhaps these two hours could be put to a wiser
use because no specific topics seemed to come to light."

"To-day I felt 'He' was not interested in a topic unless you
were opening your hear to what 'He' wanted to hear about."

"I don't like "Him' and my reasons are my own."

On the positive side, most or all of the groups seemed to develop
many positive relationships. The group process was embraced and
thoroughly liked and appreciated by the large majority. A large
number of topics of group interest were thoroughly discussed. It
was realized that all is not black and white, and that process,
perception, and individual differences are important. Face-to-face
meeting and discussion broke down many preconceived ideas.- Good
discussion resulted in the afternoon due to morning class stimulation.
Better articulation was achieved between teachers and principals,
Negroes and Whites, elementary teachers and high school teachers,
teachers of various subject matter areas, older and younger teachers,
and teachers and counselors. Some of the positive value and
possibilities of federal programs and laws were discovered. (i.e.
Job Corps, Civil Rights Act, etc.) The needs of the deprived and
all children were examined and insights were gained. Some self-
concepts were enhanced. Flexibility and acceptance of others with
differing points of view and values were developed in some, and
possibilities for creative use of the group process in the future
w,me incorporated into the thinking of many.

The following are quoted examples from student logs:

To-day I felt good about the institute and the Job Corp as part
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of the government's plan to provide more opportunities to
strengthen the feelings of American people for America by 1
providing funds for education."

"To-day I felt the discussion ost helpful and constructive."

"To-day the group was frank and sincere with each other and
most interesting."

"To-day the group was open and free in its discussion."

"To-day I felt that what we discussed was very beneficial,
especially curriculm development, because this is an area I
am very interested.

"To-day the group ecpressed strong feelings that other institutes
should have attitudinal groups."

"To-day group was trying to help the Negro man who was
go!rig :n t-rch in tho elementary school and had previously
been a principal."

"1 Zeei that this group is able to discuss most any subject
freely."

"To-day the group was very active and open. Criticism was
const2uctive and open."

"The attitudinal group played a very important part forming the
good attitudes of the whole conference."

"To-day I felt very good about the group process."

"To-day I felt that this has been a very helpful month. This
is the only institute that I have attended where so many
participants were involved in the discussions."

"Had I 1:mcwn what it was like, I would have attended whether
paid or not."

"To-day I felt sorry it was over, but I hope I can continue
to improve my attitudes, because this has been the most
profitable institute I have ever attended, but how I put these
things 1ato practice is what counts."

Twelva principals were scattered throughout the groups. Groups
leaders, though apprehensive that principals might "take over"
leadership or that teachers might not feel free to express ideas
in their presence, seemed satisfied that neither of their fears
had materialized. Although no objective conclusions may be reached
concerning the intermingling of principals with teachers in
attitudinal groups, such evidence might be found in a comprehensive
survey of measurement results. Since no principals were involved
in two of the groups (Groups 2 and 5) some evident differences '

relating to the contributions of principals might be found.
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It has been the subjective judgement of several members of
the staff that principal-teacher relationships as well as many of
the pupil-teacher relationships seem warner than in other sections
of the country. If this perception is accurate, it might have some
bearing upon the ability of groups to function well with mpresentative
teachers and principals "sitting as equals".

The lecturing consultants became aware early in the Institute
that concerns of the attitudinal groups were coming into the larger
task groups, and that at times these groups seemed almost another
attitudinal session. Although a relatively high cnnfidentiality
was maintained, many issues were brought to the "experts" for
clarification. This reaction coincides with the feeling er_ressed
on attitudinal group logs, fl student panels, and to individual
staff members, especially during the first days of the Institute,
that "Group leaders won't tell us anything."

At a time when some anxiety was noted concerning the completion
of,working papers by task groups, a number of enrollees expressed
feelings that attitudinal groups might be taking Institute time to
the detr:, of . "serious business" of getting out the work.
A close exauaation of attitudinal logs may revea.. a significant
trend in the feelings of enrollees on this point, but a show of hands
during the last general session indicated that only eleven of the
eighty Institute member felt that these meetings were held too
frequently.

Group leaders reported the following as evidence of changed
behavior, apparently as a result of the attitudinal group experience;

Eight members of one group sat together during the last general
meeting.

Many statements, made privately as well as within the groups,
indicated that enrollees had, for the first ti , spoken freely
with Negroes (or, in the case of Negroes, with ahites) of their
own professional background;;. Enrollees were often obserced chatting
with their Negro (or white) counter-parts outside the group
structure.

Change of behavior or movement within groups took place, but
evidence from the logs, from other instruments or from the
testimony of enrollees is incomplete. Sever^1 of the groups
taped some or all of their sessions, and tape samplings may give
further evidence of changes in group behavior from session to
session.

SUMMARY

Small groups, selected at random, met three times weekly with
experienced group leaders in informal sessions to confront the
issues of faculty desegregation at a personal level. Although the
groups did not deal with problems of personality per se, in most
cases a high degree of - 'lesiveness, confidentiality and open-
ness developed, and some significant attitude change is evidenced
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by student logs, by the results of pre-and post-assessments of
segments of the social structure, and by a subjective evaluation
of comments and apparent changed behavior.

Apprehension concerning the disadvantage of all-white groups
may prove well founded as the date is examined further, but fear
of misinterpretation of their role by principals in attitudinal
groups appears unfounded.

People who were open, or who could develop a sense of open-
ness toward others, toward change, toward acceptance of desegregation
seem to feel that they have had a valuable experience - and they
probably have. Those who came closed-minded and who fought to stay
that way, probably did.

While it is obvious that the groups could have worked out
feelings and problems in more depth, and that some groups gained
more than others, the everall impression is positive - in ways
we can not quite explain - exceedingly positive.
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PANELS

Three types of panels were included in the Institute schedule.
It was intended that they would provide a continuity to the
program and a view point of the problems of faculty desegregation
not accessible in the other parts of the institute program.

Student and staff panels were presented each Friday during
the course of the Institute. The resourse panel met with the
members of the Institute during the second Tuesday.

Student Panels

Student panels were included in the program in order to
provide continuity among the groups and to serve as catalytic
agents, stimulating the total group to look at problems that would
arise during the month from new and different view points.

During the first three weeks the student panels were composed
of two enrollees from each of the four task groups, for a total
of eight panelists each week. The selection of the panelists was
left up to individual groups with the exception that, for the
first panel, each group was instructed to select one principal
and one classroom teacher. Beyond this no directions were given
for the selection of student panel members.

The composition of the student panel was altered for the final
session. Each task group and each attitudinal group selected one
representative for this panel. Thus, the final student panel
contained twelve enrollees.

The panelists were selected by their groups during each week
and met prior to the Friday panel se, sion to organize their
presentations. At these meetings the panelists selected one of
their members to act as panel moderator.

No specific directions were given to the panels as to method
or content of presentation. Rather, they were given complete
freedom to approach the topic, "This Was the Week That Was", as
they thought best. For the final session the topic became "This
Was the Month That Was".

The student panels were not entirely successful in achieving
the anticipated results. Most of the material used by panelists
'a= a rather superficial review of the week's activities and did
not adequately express the enrollees' feelings about what was
happening to them in the various lecture, task, and attitudinal
groups. As the month progressed, the panelists, as well as the
other enrollees, seemed to begin to sense the purpose of the panels
and some meaningful interaction did take place. The staff noted
a striking similarity between the progress within the attitudinal
groups and the gradual improvement in the quality of the student
panels.

One significant development occurred during the second student
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panel, as one of the panelists expressed the view that the boards
of educatioa and other community leaders were not taking a
sufficiently positive position in the movement for total desegregation
in the schools. Hembers of one of the boards of education were
in the audience and reacted to this statement. The panelist
elaborated upon his original statement by explaining that he felt
that the policy-making groups in the city must do more than merely
comply with the law in order to make desegregation of the schools
a real success. Although not resloved, this important issue was
brought into the open and discussed.

In relation to the above, it must be stressed that invitations
had been extended to all local governmental and civic groups
as well as to the State Department of Education and other agencies.
The City Board of Education was the only group that accepted the
invitation and they come only once.

The final student panel did accomplish very nearly what had
been envisioned by the planners of the Institute as the primary
purpose of the student panels. (A tape recording of the final
student and staff panels is available.) During this session the
panelists spoke freely and openly of their feelings regarding every
aspect of the Institute. Previous panels had tried to assign
certain parts of the program to each panel member. In contrast
to the pre:aous approaches the members of the final panel deliberately
refrained from any general structure, each panelist responding
to what was most meaningful to him.

The panelists expressed a general feeling of satisfaction
with the progress they felt and saw during the course of the Institute.
At the same time they expressed dissatisfaction with aspects that
they felt could have been improved.

Some stated a belief that the attitudinal groups had met too
often for the length of the Institute. Although they went on
to say that they thought attitudinal groups contributed very
valuable experiences and most of them would have been loath to
give up any of the group meetings.

Related to the feelings expressed regarding the attitudinal
groups were expressions of dissatisfaction with the working or
staff papers. Some felt that working with these papers had
been a very valuable part of the Institute and wished that more
time had been available so that they could have become more deeply
involved with them.

Some of the panelists suggested that having more extended
periods of contact with the consultants might have been more
productive. Here, they felt that several days in succession with
one consultant would have provided more continuity than did
the procedure of meeting with each consultant once a week.

Staff Panels

The purpose of the staff panels was basically the same as that
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of the student panels. It -ias envisioned that the staff panels
would play the roles of reactor and clarifier in areas related
to the problems and suggestions presented through the student panels.

The first three staff Panels were composed of the consultants
only. The last panel included the entire staff. The exclusion of
the group leaders from the first three panels was deliberately
planned because it was expected that this would facilitate the
image of the group leaders as people who were: available to help
the enrollees talk through their problems rather than as outside
authorities who were prepared to supply answers to their problems.

The staff (consultant) panels were originally intended to
react to the student panels, but the student panels, for the most
part, did not provide enough provocative material to stimulate the
tyile of reaction envisioned and desired. Because of this development,
the consultants reacted to some of their own impressions of the
Institute program and their own reactions to what they felt was
taking place in the program. They also used the panel to clarify
and relate their various arzas of specialization.

The final staff panel was able to interact more directly
with the student panel preceding it. During this panel the staff
discussed the issues that had been presented by the students.
The members of the staff than summarized their reactions to the
entire Institute program. InL2.neral, they expressed a positive
feeling that progress toward a solution of the problems of
desegregation had been made and that the enrollees, as a group,
were more keenly aware of the various aspe,Its of the problem than
they had been at the beginning of the program.

Resource Prnal

The resource panel was intended to provide the members of
the Institute 'yith another viewpoint of the problems associated
with total desegregation in schools, a viewpoint that could not
be presented by members of the permanent staff or by the enrollees.

The resource panel was composed of four Negro educators,
one principal and three teachers. Three members of the panel
had recently attended an Institute at the University of Kentucky
dealing with the same general topic. The three teachers had all
taught during tha past yea: in desegregated schools and the
principal was preparing to work in a desegregated school during
the coming school year.

The resource panel was with the Institute for an entire day.
The panel met first with the entire group and presented a general
overview of their experiences with desegregation. Then each of the
panelists spent the remainder of the morning with one of the
lecture groups where they discussed more specifically problems that
areF'a during and due to desegregation. After lunch the panel met
again with the entire group and reacted to their experiences of
the day.
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aeaction to the resource panel was aptly summarized by a
student panelist during the final Friday session. One resource
panelist was described as a sincere/ dedicated impressive
representative of the race. Another was an "informative,
entertaining, and a very real person". The third impressed this
enrollee as an "insipid bore". The fourth was considered to be
"detrimental to the program".

Reaction to the resource panel was as varied as the stimuli.
A great deal of discussion in the task and attitudinal groups was
engendered by the Institute's reaction to the resource panel.

SMEARY

Three panels designed to feed back information form the broad
bases of enrollees' reactions, professional Negro opinion and
professional educators' opinions were thought to be only partialj.y
successful. Student panelists failed to some extent to "play
bzok" informational and attitudinal chances and developments,
making difficult the role of the staff (consultant) panelists,
which they saw as clarification and review.

The resource panel presented a wide cross section of attitude
among Negro educators but fell somewhat short of the mark in
illustrating the adjustment of Netroes to faculty desegregation.
The resource panel illustrated the, now obvious, fact of the
uniqueness of each community in its desegregation problems.
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AESULTS

Introduction An attempt was made to evaluate the degree of
attitude change by means of paper and pencil testing instruments.
It was of course realized that the results of such measures may
or may not be related to actual changes in everyday behavior as
was amply illustrated by the La Piere study. In the La Piere
study, motel owners indicated in response to a questionnaire that
they would not provide accommodations for minority group members,
yet did so in overwhelming numbers when La Piere actually visited
each motel with a well-d. .'eced Chinese couple.

Although a paper and peacil reduction in measured prejudice
thus could not be considered sufficient pro& that a real-life
reduction in prejudice had taken place nor the lack of such
paper and pencil reduction an indication that no change had occurred,
these instruments were nevertheless included as one valuable
perspective or source of evidence. The evaluation of the program
included several other evaluative perspective which should also
be taken into consideraticn in the total evaluation.

The following measzring instruments were used:

1, Scale of Value The Allport-Vernon-Lindzey Scale of
VZITOTATET-i)as admini stered to rirovide a non-threatening
stimulus for Jhe cz:.;17,:es, In addition, it was
anticipated that the AVL would provide interesting information
for each enrollee concerning his individual profile of
values in the theo.7ctical, economic, aesthetic, social,
political, and religious areas. These scores were not
expected to show any radical changes from pre-to-post-
testing. The AVL was also administered to provide
information on which to base negro-white comparisons,
and comparisons win other communities and normative
groups.

2. Q-Sort: The Evfdalon-Clark -Embree Self-Group Q-Sort
was used to obtain a general picture of change in the
self-concept of each enrollee in terms of his or her
group participation. Items such as "I feel that I gain
more when I ju3t 1-7.nten" and "I feel that neve very
little influence on other members of the group" are
slanted so as to Focus attention on each individual's
parLicular mode of relating to a group. The degree of
correlation betweon a self sort and an ideal sort could
then be used as a general index of the degree of self-
acceptance and pe.:sonality integration. This measure
was considered particularly appropriate since each
enrollee would participate in three -njor groups
Attitudinal, lecture, and task group as well as panels,
committees, etc. A list of the thirty items used is
included in the appendix.

3. Ethnocentrism and Oninizonation Scales: To measure
prejudice, the ;d0 Items OTIEFWocentrista Scale
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included in Allport's "The Nature of Prejudice" were
added to the forty items of the Opinionation Scale
(American version) listed in 'ach's "The Open And
Closed Mind". The Ethnocentrism Scale (E) contains
four subscales concerning Negroes, Jews, Other Minorities,
and Patriotism; it was anticipated that this scale would
provide a measure of more or less conscious ethnocentrism
and prejudice toward outgroups. It was hoped that the
Opinionation Scale would top more subtle prejudice as it
is refle":ed in general character traits of rigidity,
opinionation, and 1.morit!_sal, stereotyped thinking--
7-iberal or conservative. Roheach has found the items
from the latter sada to be more discriminating in that
communists do show prejudice in terms of opinionation
while showing less prejudice toward 7..1groes than any
other group on the relatively transparent items used
by the CaliforrZa group studying the authoritarian
personality. It was led that the combination of these
two scales would provide an adequate measure of both
overt and more subtle types of prejudice. An example
is presented in the appendix.

4. Rating Scales: A variation of Osgood's semantic
UTEFErenfla scaling technique was used to obtain ratings
of key concepts and persons involved in the program such
as the following: a 17.?4ro student, a white student,
myself, a Negro teacher the Institute, the Civil Rights
Act, etc. Each concept was rated on 10-18 seven-stage
scales placed between two ipolar adjectives such as
friendly-antagonistic: intelligent-stupid, incompetent-
capable, genuine-false, etc. (see example included in the
Appendix) These concepts and adjectives were selected so
as to reveal the enrollee's degree of positive or
negative reaction to various crucial aspects of the
program including also each director, consultant, group
leader, and portion of the program.

5. Evaluation of Group Leaders: The eight group leaders
were evaluated in two 7a

a) The Barret- Lennerd Relationship Inventory was completed
by each member of each attitudinal group on his own group
leader. The laLtaL. consists of 72 items(*) divided
into four subscales measureing Positive Regard, Empathy,
Congruence, and Unconditionality of Regard Enrollee
perceptions of the conditions provided by each group
leader are presented in tabulor form in Section II, C, of
this report.
b) Two four minute samples were taken randomly from the
tape-recorded interaction of half of the group sessions
so that these samples could be rated independently for
the degree of accurated empathy, unconditional warmth, and
genuineness displayed by each group leader. These rating

(*)The list of itmti are included in "Barrett-Lennard, G.T.;
Dimensions of Therapist Response As Causal Factors In
Therapeutic Change; Psvchol. Lono r., 1962,76, No. 43.
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scales were developed by Truax at the University of
Kentucky and have been used to discriminate between success-
ful and unsuccessful therapists in a wide variety of
settings. These Ratings were not available at the time
this report was written and will be included in a
supplementary report if the results warrant this.

Initial Expectations During the planning stage, it was informally
hypothesized that:

(1) The 80 teachers and administratcrs in the summer
institute would show greater positive attitude change
than a control grou.': of teachers and administrators who

did not participate in the summer training program.

(2) With the training program, those attitudinal groups
that i---:7uded Negro members would show greater
positive change than those groups which did not
include Negro members.

(3) Within the training program, :.hose attitude groups
whose leaders fostered more effective group relation-
ships, as measured by the Barrett-Lennard Relationship
Inventory and the Truax Therapist Rating Scales
(evaluating levels of accurate empathy, unconditional
warmth, and genuineness), would show greater positive
attitude change than those groups whose leaders
fostered relatively less effective relationships.

Design The service value of the instruments determined their
c oice, but their value for evaluation was also considered.

Two instruments felt to have maximum learning stimulus
value were administered to the entire group pre and post Q Sort
and the Adjective Rating Scale.

To examine the possible stimulus effect of the pre-testing
a split half design was utilized with two other instruments, the
Opinionation Scale which included the E Scales and the AVL. Since
modified random assignment (see group section) had been used to
form the groups, groups 1 through 4 took the Opinionation Scale
and 5 through 8 took the AVL during pre-testing. All enrollees
were tested by both instruments on the final evaluation day.

To examine process enrollees kept logs and the third week
reacted to the Barrett-Lennard Relationship Inventory.

The enrollees were allowed to use code numbers by groups
so that complete anonymity was assured. This security was believed
essential to make it possible for each enrollee to respond as
honestly as possible and hopefully contribute to higher validity
of the measuring instruments.

Statistical Findings
(1) The Scale of Values (AVL) showed the group to be near
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the average on all scales except the Aesthetic, where they
were slightly lowere than the average, and the Religious,
where the group was slightly above the average.

There was no appreciable difference in pre-post means on the
AVL. It is felt however that the AVL served a useful stimulus
function within the program.

TABLE OF MEANS PRE-POST

ALLPORT-VERNON-LINDZEY SCALE OF VALUES

Theoretical Economic Aesthetic Social Political Religious

Pre 40 38 36 38 38 45

Post 39 37 37 39 39 46

The AVL Profile considers 35-45 average

(2) Q-Sort -- The D score (or the differences between the
Ideal and the Self Sort) decreased between the pre and post
sort for the total Institute as indicated in the chart below.
A frequency count indicates that not only did the mean decrease .

but the number of enrollees whose J Score decreased was larger
than those whose D Scores increased.

An interesting finding:was that the change was of approximately
the same magnitude and in the same direction for both the Negro
and White members of the Institute.

When the Q Sort scores are viewed by Attitudinal Groups one
cannot distinguish any initial difference except for Group II and
a closer look indicates that this difference is due to one
individual in that group. Five of the eight Attitudinal Groups
had a rather large change in the direction of reducing distance
between Self and Ideal while three had relatively no Group change.

TABLE OF "D" SCCRE MEANS PRE-POST
Bordelon-Clark-Embree Self-Group Q-Sort

Entire Institute Negro White
PRE 35.3 33.11 35.6

POST 29.6 27.3 29.9

Attitudinal Groups
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

PRE 36.L6 41.77 32.20 37.50 36.67 33.44 34.30 31.25
POST 23.44 34.44 29.80 26.00 30.44 21.33 33.9 31.37
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(3) Ethnocentrism & Opinionation Scales -- The data from the
Opinionation Scale indicates virtually no change as shown by
the four groups involved in pre-testing (means of 18.25 pre
as compared with 19.9 post). However examination of the
mean of groups 5-8 on the post-testing indicates a relatively
large sensitization effect which masks the treatment effect.
When it is assumed that the pre-test mean of groups 5-8 is
the same as groups 1-4, then a treatment effect showing an
overall average reduction of 3.25 has occurred. This could
indicate a sizeable negative sensitization effect of 4.9
per enrollee for groups 1-4 who were exposed to the pre-test.

The data from the ethnocentrism scale indicates a move-
ment in a less prejudice direction toward Negros from a pre
mean of -8.9 to a post mean of -11.8. Closer analysis of
sub-totals by groups exposed to pre-post tests seem to
indicate the two groups which did not include Negros showed
relatively less positive attitudinal change than the two
groups which included Negro members.

(4) Semantic Differential

TABLE OF MEANS PRE-POST

Scales

PRE

Total

SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL
(Total-Negro-White)

POST

Negro White Total Negro White

PRE-POST
DIFFERENCE

Total Negro White

- *1 101.8 107.3 101.01 106.0 111.3 105.22 +4.2 +4.0 +4.21

*2 116.51 107.3 117.82 107.23 109.6 106.88 -9.28 +2.3 10.24

*3 57.86 66.5 56.62 61.0 71.3 59.48 +3.14 +4.8 +2.86

*4 75.97 92.2 .73.65 80.0 93.0 78.08 +4.03 + .8 +4.43

*5 88.91 95.0 88.04 92.0 96.8 91.29 +3.09 +1.8 +3.25

*6 92.45 93.6 92.28 96.0 98.8 95.58 +3.55 +5.2 +3.3

*7 70.33 71.8 70.12 68.0 71.3 67.51 -2.33 - .5 -2.61

*8 93.45 106.0 91.65 104.12 111.5 103.04 +10.67 +5.5 +11.39

*9 102.55 104.2 102.31 105.0 112.2 103.94 +2.45 + .80 +1.63

*LO 65.8 74.6 64.54 65.0 69.2 64.38 -.80 +5.4 - .16

*1 Myself
*2 School Principal
*3 Disadvantaged Child's Parents
*4 Negro Student
*5 White Student

*6 Middle Class Parents
*7 Disadvantaged Child-Self View
*8 Negro teachers
*9 White Teachers
'10 Disadvantaged Child-As I

See Him
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Some interesting observations about the above listed data:
(The minimum possible rating was 18, the neutral rating was 72,
and the maximum rating possible was 126).

(a) The Negros saw themselves +6 more positively than the
white saw themselves on the pre & post tats and all
enrollees saw themsleves +4 more positively at post test
time.

(b) On the school principal scale, the Negroes had all point
less positive view of the school principal than the
whites: this could possibly be accounted for by the many
principals in the group of whites. However it is
interesting to note the reduction (-10) of the white
mean on this scale at the post testing. (The principal's
answer sheets connot be identified due to anonimity
precautions for validity's sake).

(c) The range (26-119) on the disadvantaged childs parents
at pre test time was perhaps indicative of the fact that
there is very little aggreetnent in concepts of these
persons.

(d) The Negro Student was reported 19 points more positively'
by the Negro enrollees at pre test time and the whites
saw the Negro Student only 1 point above the neutral
point. At post testing this difference was reduced to
15 and the Negro enrollees reported the Negro Student
+.8 higher while the whites reported him +4.43.

(e) The White Student was reported higher by the Negro
group at both pre & post testing than by the white group.
Both groups reported the White Student more positively
at post testing. The White Student was rated about 3
points higher than the Negro Student by the Negroes at
both. pre & post time and the white teachers rated the
white Student 15 points higher than the Negro Student
at pre test and 13 points higher at post time.

(f) The disadvantaged child was seen as seeing himself slightly
on the negative side of the scale by both groups, with a
decrease of 2.3 at post time.

(g) Negro teachers were seen 15 points more positively by
the Negroes at pre-test and 8 points at post test. It
is interesting to note the Negro enrollees increased '5.5
in their reporting of the Negro teacher while the
White enrollees increased 11.39 and the average increase
was 10.67.

(h) The white teacher was seen more positively by the Negroes
at pre-test & at post-test. The average increase at post
test was 2.45 and the Negro increase was 8.0 while the
white increase was 1.63.
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TABLE OF MEANS PRL:-POST
SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL
(Attitudinal Groups 1-4)

Grp 1 Grp 2

Scales Pre Post D Pre Post D

Grp 3

Pre Post D

Grp 4

Pre Post r

*1 102.3 107.3 +2.9 101.9 104.8 +2.9 103.6 106.6 +3.0 97.3 106.0 +8.7

*2 101.0 103.0 +2 104.0 110.5 +6.5 109.5 109.3 - .2152.3 107.8 +5.4

lt5 59.4 53.5 -5.9 47.3 51.8 +4.5 55.5 63.2 +7.7 62.7 66.7 +4.0

*4 77.6 84.2 +6.6 65.4 72.2 +6.8 74.7 82.5 +7.8 80.6 82.6 +2.0

*5 90.8 99.0 +8.2 91.0 89.9 -1.2 88.7 91.6 -2.9 89.9 91.4 +1.(

*6 91.4 102.1 +10.7 88.4 98.8 +10.4 93.2 95.6 +2.4 95.9 102.9 +7.0

*7 67.1 67.7 + .6 64.0 63.8 - .2 67.8 68.3 + .5 70.1 68.7 -2.1

*8 94.3 103.1 +8.8 _89.4 90.9 +1.5 88.5 98.5.10.5 97.9 109.711.8

*9 98.6 105.7 +7.1 103.0 103.4 + .4 97.4 103.0 +5.6105.9 109,3 +3.!

*10 57.2 58.8 +1.6 54.6 61.0 +6.4 65.7 72.0 +6.3 70.8 66.3 -4.1

*1 Myself

*2 School Principal

*3 Disadvantaged Child's Parents

*4 Negro Student

*5 White Student

*6 Middle Class Parents

*7 Disadvantaged Child's Self View

*8 Negro Teacher

*9 White Teacher

*19 Disadvantaged Child As I See Him
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TABLE OF MEANS PRE-POST
SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL
(Attitudinal Groups 5-8)

Grp 5 Grp6

Scales Pre Post D Pre Post D

Grp 7

..Pro:. Post D

GrpB

Pre Post D

*1 103.3 103.0 - .3 102.2 105.8 +3.6 100.7 106.4 +5.7 103.6 108.2 +4.6

*2 103.1 106.7 -3.6 101.1 104.1 +3.0 107.2 103.9 -3.3 112.2 111.0 -1.:

*3 60.0 61.7 +1.7 63.8 63.6 - .2 64.0 58.9 -5.1 52.8 60.9 +8.3

*4 79.5 76.0 -3.5 80.6 87.4 +6.8 .73.6 72.0 -1.6 80.1 88.0 +7.9

*5 91.2 95.1 +3.9 91.9 +95.5 +3.6 89.6 83.7 -5.9 88.9 88.0 - .S

*6 98.3 108.4 +10.1 95.5 9o.! +1.2 89.6 89.0 - .6 96.6 94.8 -1.8

*7 79.9 68.4 -11.5 71.2 79.5 +8.3 78.7 66.4 -12.3 67.8 67.0 - ,8

*8 99.2 95.5 -4.3 99.8 100.9 +1.1 86.2 87.6 +1.4 101.1 105.6 +4.5

*9 104.1 110.1 +6.0 102.9 1U5.6 +2.7 101.0 91.8 -9.2 104.7 107.2 +2.

*10 68.2 65.6 -3.4 73.5 72.5 -1.0 70.1 62.8 -7.3 66.9 65.8 -1.1

*1 Myself

*2 School Principal

*3 Disadvantaged Child's Parents

*4 Negro Student

*5 White Student

*6 Middle Class Parents

*7 Disadvantaged Child's Self View

*8 Negro Teacher

*9 White Teacher

*10 Disadvantaged Child As I See Him
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(5) Institute Evaluation -A Semantic Differential which was
given at the close of the Institute.

TABLE OF MEANS

INSTITUTE EVALUATION

(Maximum Rating 70 Neutral Rating 45 Minumum Rating 10)

Total
Enro13TrolihiteD=Ilhite-Netro

C. Tom Roll (Co-Director) 60.0664:159s
Leona Smith (Co-Director) 59.42 62.0 59.0 +3.0

Carl Kreisler(Con.-Beh. Sci.) 64.58 64.7 64.6 .1

Walt Abel(Con. Ed. Psy.) 63.01 63.9 62.9 +1.0

Va. Fulcher (Con. Cirr.) 62.66 65.8 62.2 +3.6

John Branson (Con. Adm.) 64.35 64.4 64.3 + .1

J.E. Jones (Con. Spec.) 50.61 64.9 57.7 +7.2

My Attitudinal Grp Ldr 64.16 65.1 64.0 +1.1

The Fri. Student Panel 53.36 57.9 52.7 +5.2

The aesource Panel 56.98 64.2 55.9 +8.3

My attitudinal. Grp. 60.01 63.3 59.5 +3.8

The Institute 60.14 63.1 55.7 +3.4

Myself As A Part of the Inst. 59.15 61.5 58.8 +2.8

Other enrollees 58.05 50.6 B7.7 +2.9

The. Consultant Panel 62.45 65.9 61.9 . +4.0

The Civil Rights Act 57.29 65.7 56.0 +9.7

The other 7 Grp. Ldrs. 61.01 59.8 60.3 +6.1

Mean Average 60.31 63.3 59.8 +3.5
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SUMARY & CONCLUSIONS

The L?portunity to design this project came about under the
Provisions of Title IV, Section 405, of Public Law 88-352-The
Civil Rights Act of 1964. The readiness of the faculty of the
two systems to become involved in a cooperative in-service training
program provided the needed incentive to start the work. The
proposal was written and as soon as it was accepted by the Office
of Education, the first step was under way.

The Co-directors visited colleges and universities across
the nation and consulted with specialists in the field of
behavioral science, psychology, administrations, and curriculum.
During these conference the plans were finalized to make this an
in-service program to help teachers acquire a greater knowledge
of how to work best in a bi-racial situation and how to better
understand and help the culturally disadvantaged child.

During the entire project the consultants gave information
and the group leaders helped the teachers explore their own attitudes
Resource persans who were teachers that had been placed in a
previously all-white school gave some of their experiences and advice
on what was helpful and also some that were harmful to them in the
new position they filled. The two groups of teachers and consultants
reacted to each other each Friday. The directors and staff met
two to three hours weekly, making adjustments and evaluations.

Conclusion

Although the statistical data is not as conclusive as might
have been hoped, it does indicate the special abilities of the
consultants and group leaders can be used to change teachers'
perceptions of disadvantaged children and to examine theii
own attitudes in the hope of achieving harmony in the situation
they now face in complete integration.

A conclusion must be drawn that a school staff can profit
from such an experience as was provided by this project.

The externally focused emphasis on the behavioral patterns
of the disadvantaged child, at least in the beginning stages of
the in-service program seemed to remove any threat or insecurity
the teacher might have. As the program got underway, however,
there was a distinct tendency for the teachers to begin to see
a relationship between the external problem, his attitudes, and
his own competency. Several teachers were heard to remark, "I'll
be a better teacher in September because of this month's study
and exploration."

Because the facilitation of learning is the businesss of the
school and be-cruse teachers function better when attitudes are more
thoroughly understood, it is hithly recommended that more school
systems undertake projects of this type.
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Appendix A - Consultants:

J. E. Jones, Principal High Street School, Bowling Green, Kentucky,
BA Western Kentucky State College, NA Indiana University,
Summer School Staff Western Kentucky State College.



STAFF

Directors:

C. Tom Roll, Guidance Director, Henderson County Schools,
Henderson, Kentucky. BA & UA Western Kentucky
State College. Post-Masters Study at Florida
State University, George Peabody College, and
the University of Texas.

Leona W. Smith, General Supervisor, Henderson City Schools,
Henderson Kentucky, BS Western Kentucky State
College, EA Indiana University, Graduate Work at
Purdue, University of kentucky and Murray State
College.

Consultants:

Walter Abel, Doctoral Candidate and Counselor, University of
Kentucky, Lexington, Kentucky. BE Tulane
University, AS Kansas State University, Ph.D
University of Kentucky (1965 Prospective)

John Harold Branson, Principal, Bardstown H.S., Bardstown,
Kentucky, AB, BS, LA, University of Kentucky.

Virginia Fuicher, Reading Supervisor, Owensboro City Schools,
Owensboro, Kentucky, BA Western Kentucky State
College, MA Indiana University.

Carl W. Kreisler, Head, Secondary Education Division, Western
Kentucky State College, Bowling Green, Kentucky,
BS and MA Murray State College, Ph.D Indiana
University.

Group Leaders:

John D. Blakeman, Doctoral Candidate, University of Georgia,
Athens Georgia, BS Western Illinois University,
ES University of Illinois, Post-Masters Study at
University of Missouri, University of Illinois,
and University of Texas.

William U. Chambers, Assistant Professor, Murray State College,
Murray, Kentucky, BS Trinity University, EA University,
of Kentucky, Presently Doctoral Candidate at of
Kentucky.

Walter A. Dickinson, Staff Clinical Psychologist, Child Guidance
Service, Lexington, Kentucky, AB Lincoln Memorial

University, MA and Ph.D. University of Kentucky



John R. McIntyre, Counselor, Sioux Falls Jrnior High School,
Sioux Falls, South Dakota, BA Augustana, ML
University South Dakota, Post-Masters Study
at University of North Dakota and University
of Texas.

John D. McLellan, Counselor,
Texas. AB
University
University

Job Corp Camp Gary, San Marcus,
Montana State University, to
of Texas, Post Masters Study
of Texas.

J.R. Munden, Counselor, Horton Watkins High School, School
District of City of LAdue, St. Louis,
Missouri, BS Northeast Missouri College,
MA State University of Iowa, Post Masters
Work at University Texas.

Donald C. Noyce, Counselor, Manual High School, Denver, Colorado,
AB Nebraska State College, Mt University of
Post-Masters Study at Colorado State University
and University of Texas.

Richard L. Swartz, Counselor, Newfane Junior High School,
Newfane, New York, BS Geneseo State College,
MS Canisius College, Post Easters Study
University of Texas.



Q SORT

1. I can disagree in a group if I feel like it.
2. I find it easy to discuss my faults and failures with others.
3. I feel shy and s.'lf-conscious when in a group.
4. I feel that others show respect for me.
5. I like people better after working with them.
6. I work best when I work alone.
7. I find it satisfying just to belong to a group.
8. I usually want to do things differently from the group.
9. I feen that I have difficulty in getting along with others.

10. I often try to think from another person's viewpoint.
11. I prefer to win as a group.
12. I often feel a need to get away from any group that I am in.
13. I learn more about myself by being in a group.
14. I prefer to work with my best friends.
15. I often end up having little use for any group of which

I have been a member.
16. I am bothered if the group appears to make no progress.
17. I feel I know best what the group should do.
18. I feel best when others tell me what to do in a group.
19. I feel the group receives my ideas favorably.
20. I feel that I gain more when I just listen.
21. I feel that my opinion is seldom wanted by others in the group.
22. I like to plan for the group.
23. I find it easy to make decisions for the group.
24. I feel that I have very little influence on other members of

the group.
25. I believe that I can get the group to participate.
26. I usually work harder than other members of the group.
27. I feel I have little to offer in a group.
28. I contribute to about all the group discussions.
29. I say what I feel like saying in a group.
30. I feel helpless in a tense group of people.

Enrollees were instructed to sort sbove statements into
7 stacks ranging from Extremoly"Unlike Me to Extremely Like Me,
they were then assigned pre-determined weights for the Self Sort.
The same process was repeated for the Ideal Sort, The Ideal Sort
minus the Self Sort equals the D score.
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AN OPINION SURVEY

p2oviio A

The following questionaire is a study of what the general public ;hinks and feels
about a number of important, social and personal questions. The best answer to each

statement below is your personal. opinion. We have tried to cover many different and

opposing points of view; you May find yourself agreeing strongly with some of the
statements, disagreeing just as strongly with others, and perhaps uncertain about
others; whether you agree or disagree with any statement, you can be sure that many
people feel the same as you do.

Mark each statement in the left margin according to how much you agree or disagree
with it. Please mark every one.

Write +1, +2, +3, or -1, -2, -3, depending on how you feel in each case. The

numbers'are defined as:

+1: I AGREE A LITTLE -1: I DISAGREE A LITTLE
+2: I AGREE ON THE 11HOLE 2: I DISAGREE ON THE WHOLE
+3: I AGREE VERY MUCH -3: I DISAGREE VERY MUCH

LEFT OPINIONATION

"04 1. Everyone finds it difficult to start a conversation with strangers.
2. It's perfectly clear to all decent Americans that Congressional Committees

which investigate communism do more harm than good.
14AR 3. There may be a few exceptions, but in general Jews are pretty much alike.b

.

. It's the follow travellers or Reds uho keep yelling all the time about
Civil Rights.

.14 5. It's the people who believe everything they road in the papers who are
convinced that Russia is pursuing a ruthless policy of imperialsit aggression,

6. Make no mistake about it! The best way to achieve security is for the
government to guarantee jobs fol.' all.

7. A study of American history clearly shows that it is the American businessman
who has contributed most to our society.

2, 8. Some people exaggerate their troubles in order to get sympathy
9. Filipinos are all right in their place, but they carry it too far when they

Uress lavishly and go around with white girls.

fI^ 10. This much is certain! The only way to defeat tyranny in China is to
restablish Chiang Kai Shek.

--I 11. A person must be pretty gullible if he really believes that the Communists
have actually infiltrated into government and education.

.44. 12. Almost everyone gossips a little at times.
..1- 13. Any intelligent person can plainly see that the real reason America is

rearming is to stop aggression.
lit. Zootsuiters prove that when people of their type have too much money and

freedom, they just take advantages and cause trouble.
.4 15. It is very foolish to advocate government support of religion.
.L.di 16. It is foolish to think that the Democratic Party is really the party of

the common man.
44. 17. Manual labor and unskilled jobs seem to fit the Negro mentality and ability

better than more skilled or responsible work.
011, I 13. Only a simpleminded fool would think that Senator McCarthy is a defender of

American democracy.
19. The best guarantee of our national security is for America to have the

biggest army and navy in the world.
) 20. It's already crystal-clear that the United Nations is a failure,

:4.4 21. There are a few people who just cannot be trusted.
22. Plain common sense tolls you that prejudice can be removed by education, not

le islation.
, mitzpnwaremarmai



LEFT OPINIONATION

-.4 1. Everyone finds it difficult to start a conversation with strangers.
.4.- 2. 'It's perfectly clear to all decent Americans that Congressional Committees
.". ....

which investigate cornunism do more harm than good.
ltgl_ 3. There may be a few exceptions, but in general Jews are pretty much alike.

4. It the fellow travellers or Reds vino keep yelling all the time about
Civil Rights.

34 5. Its the people who believe everything they road in the papers who are
convinced that Russia is pursuing a ruthless policy of imperialsit aggression.

-3 6. Make no mistake about it! The best way to achieve security is for the
government to guarantee jobs for all.

2. 7. A study of American history clearly shows that it is the American businessman
who has contributed most to our society.

8. Some people exaggerate their troubles in order to get sympathy
4q- 9. Filipinos are all right in their place, but they carry it too far when they

Urcss lavishly and go around with white girls.
f-I 10. This much is certain! The only way to defeat tyranny in China is to

restablish Chiang Kai Shek.
--I 11. A person must be pretty gullible if he really believes that the Communists

have actually infiltrated into government and education.
4.), 12. Almost everyone gossips a little at times.

1. 13. Any intelligent person can plainly see that the real reason America is
rearming is to stop aggression.

14. Zootsuiters prove that when poople of their type have to much money and.. .
freedom, they just take advantages and cause trouble.

.01. 15. It is very foolish to advocate government support of religion.
0; 16. It is foolish to think that the Democratic Party is really the party of

the common man.
-l'ok 17. Manual labor and unskilled jobs seem to fit the Negro mentality and ability

better than more skilled or responsible work.

1 18. Only a simpleminded fool would think that Senator McCarthy is a defender of
American democracy.

19. The best guarantee of our national security is for America to have the
biggest army and navy in tho world.

-I 20. Its already crystalclear that the United Nations is a failure.
i43 21. There are a few people who just cannot be trusted.
..4.4 22. Plain common sense tells you that prejudice can be removed by education, not

legislation.

--;1,

23. There is something different and strange about Jews; its hard to tell what
they aro thinking and planning, and what makes them tick.

.
214. Thoughtful persons know that the American Legion is not really interested in

democracy.
25. Its perfectly clear to all thinking persons that the way to solve our

financial problem is by a soak-the-rich tax program
26. The trouble with letting Jews into a nice neighborhood is that they gradually

give it a typical Jewish atmosphere.

27. To end prejudice against Jews, the first step is for the Jews to try sincerely
to get rid of their harmful and irritating faults.

2 28. It is only natural and right for each person to think that his family is
better than any other.

t.27% 29. Everyone pretends at sometime to know more than he really does.

-6



30. Negroes have their rights, but is is best to keep them in their own districts
and schools and to prevent toanuch contact with whites.

- 31. America may not be perfect, but the American Way has brought about as close
as human beings can get to a perfect society.

32. Only a misguided idealist would believe that the United States is an
imperialist warmonger.

J..j 33. Anyone who's old enough to rememberthe Hoover days will tell you that its
a lucky thing Hoover was never re-elected.

34. The truth of the matter is this! It is big business which wants to elevate
the war in Vietnam.

4721, 35. I can hardly imagine myself marrying a Jew.
36. It just plain stupid to saj that it was Franklin Roosevelt who got us into

T,TorldWar II.
I37. It's mainly those who believe the propagand put out by realcstate interests

who are against a federal slum clearance program.

...44

38. One should always follow the rule: business before pleasure.
39. The American rearmament program is clear and positive prodf that we are willing

to sacrifice to preserve our froedal.

/ 40. Its perfectly clear that the decision to execute the Rosenbergs has done us
..........

more harm than good.

..._./..1 41. It's the agitators and left-wingers who are trying to get. Red China into
the United Nations.

4" 42. You just can't help but feel sorry for the person who believes that the world
could exist without a Creator.

--°2 43. Anyone hates to be interrupted when he is working on _something.

.1-1_ . History will clearly show that Churchill's victory over the Labour Party in
1951 was a step forward for the British people.

.__ _...
-/ 45. It's mostly those who are itching for a fight who want a universal military

training law.

.17A. 46. It's the radicals and labor racketeers who yell the loudest about labor's
right to strike.

, 47. It's usuany the trouble-makers who talk about government ownership of
__...

public utilities.

I 48. Now that a new world organization is set up, America must be sure that she
loses none of her independence and complete power as a sovereign nation.

--1 0. Anyone who knows what's going on will tell you that Alger Hiss was a traitor
who botra:'ed his country.

.....

50. Anyone who is really for democracy knows very well that .die only was for
4 ... .

America to head off revolution and civil war in backward countries is to
send military aid.

......
..0.2., 51. A person must be pretty ignorant if he thinks that Johnson is going to let

the "big boys" run this country.
4 52. It would be a mistake over to have Negroes for foremen and leaders over whites.
A.! 53. Every person will boast about his achievements every now and then.
...154. One trouble with Jewish businessmen is that they stick together eAd prevent11

people from having a fair chance in competition.
A..I. 55. The people who raise all the talk about putting Negroes on the same level

as whites are mostly radical agitators trying to stir up conflict.
- I 56. A person must be pretty stupid if he still believes in differences between

the races.

62 57. It's mostly the noisy liberals who try to tell us that we will be better off
_____ .

)

under socialism.
- / 58. History clearly shows that it is the private enterprise system which is at

...

the root of depressions and wars.

.4-7./1

°' 59. No one is pretty discouraged all the time.

60. Most Negroes would become overbearing and disagreeable if not kept in their
place.

-1-/ 61. It's simply incredible that anyone should believe that socialized medicine will
nctlirilly hr,?n snl.vn ()lir hnolth nroblems.



....."1 41. It's the agitators and left-wingers who arc trying to get Red China into
the United Nations.

0 42. You just can't help but feel sorry for the person who believes that the world
could exist without a Creator.

-'01 43. Anyone hates to be interrupted when he is working on _something.
--7T- 44. History will clearly show that Churchill's victory over the Labour Party in

1951 was a step forward for the British people.
-/ 45. It's mostly those who arc itching for a fight who want a universal military

training law.

.4-A. 46. It's the radicals and labor racketeers who yell the loudest about labor's
right to strike.

--A 47. It's usually the trouble-nakers who talk about government ownership of_.-...
public utilities.

4 48. Now that a new world organization is set up, America must be sure that she
loses none of her independence and complete power as a sovereign nation.

-.1 ti 9. Anyone uho knows what s going on Trill tell you that Alger Hiss was a traitor
._....

uho betrayed his country.
-) 50. Anyone who is really for democracy knows very well that he only was for......

America to head off revolution and civil war in backward countries is to
send military aid.

---A 51. A person must ':;c pretty ignorant if he thinks that Johnson is going to let....
the "big boys" run this countr7.

-.1 52. It would be a mistake ever to have Negroes for foremen and leaders over whites.
.. f _I 53. Every person will boast about his achievements every now and then.

,

_1
54 One trouble with Jewish businessmen is that they stick togethe: and prevent

people from having a fair chance in competition.
IJ. 55. The people who raise all the talk about putting Negroes on the same level1..

as whites arc mostly radical.agitators trying to stir up conflict.
I 56. A person must be pretty stupid if he still believes in differences between

the races.

;Z. 57. It's mostly the noisy liberals who try to tell us that we will be better off
under socialism.

/ 58. History clearly shows that it is the private enterprise system which is at._..._
the root of depressions and wars.

/....... 59. No one is pretty discouraged all the time.

..:t7./.
60. Most Negroes would become overbearing and disagreeable if not kept in their

place.

19 61. It's simply incredible that anyone should believe that socialized medicine will
. ...

actually help solve our health problems.
--L62. Any person with even a brain in his head knows that it would be dangerous

_

to let our country be run by men like General MacArthur.
--I 63. The worst danger to rnal Americanism during the last 50 years has came from

foreign ideas and agitators.
/ 64. There arc two kinds of people who fought Truman's Fair Deal program: the....

selfish and the stupid.
-, 65. Negro musicians may sometimes be as good as white musicians, but it is a_....

mistake to have mixed Negro white bands.
--/ 66. No one always tells the truth.
.-.:;;X 67. A person must be pretty shortsighted if he believes that college professors

should be forced to take special loyalty oaths

_.._--I 68. Certain religious sects who refuse to salute the flag should be forced
to conform to such a patriotic action, or else be abolished.

....._
--01 69. Even a person of average intelligence knows that to defend ourselves against

aggression we should welcome all help -including Franco Spain.
4,A 70. It's all too true that the rich arc gutting richer and the poor arc getting

poorer.

4 1

1 I



Listed on these sheets are pairs of words which describe personalit7 traits
of individuals or groups. The interval between opposite ends of the continuum is
divided into seven spaces, arbitrarDiy establishing degrees. Please react to each
pair of words by placing an X in the apace you think most appropriate for your
conception of each.

When you have completed the first sheet on the basis of your viewpoint,
continue with the succeeding sheets.

Sheet 1 - myself
2 - a school principal
3 - the disadvantaged child's parents

4 - a Negro student
5 - a white student
6 - middleclass parents
7 - the disadvantaged child (as he views himself)
8 - a Negro teacher
9 - a white teacher

10 - the disadvantaged child



View Point

/ / / / /.. /

____ /......___ /.._ ._ / .._ ../.___. /____ . /

.._/......... / /.. / / ./

/ / / / /.. /

____ /......___ /.._ ._ / .._ ../.___. /____ . /

.._/......... /......./.. / / ./

friendly /

intelligent
. .._../

capable / ___

..../.... / deceptive

spphisticated / / / ......./ / / / naive

modest / / / / / egotistical

religious / / / / / / irreligious

exact . / / / J. I.. __L.__ / unprecise

mannerly
......- / / / / / / / impolite

clean ......_ / / / / / / / dirty

articulate / / / I. / / / inarticulrte

lovable / / / / / / / repulsive

vivacious / / / / /..... / / depressed

prompt / / / / / / / procrastinating

frank / / / / / / / evasive

agile / / / / / / / clumsy

literate / .../...... _/__ _L... /. / / illiterate

antagonistic

stupid

incompetent
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Listed on these sheets are pairs of adjectives which describe traits of
individuals or groups. The interval between opposite ends of the continuum is
divided into seven spaces, arbitrarily establishing degrees. Please react to each
pair of words by placing an X in the spaces you think most approphiate as your
judgement of the person or group rated.

Beginning at the top of the first sheet, place the name C. Tom Roll in the
space provided, and rate Mr. Roll in each of the ten categories given. You
will be able to make two ratings on each sheet. Head each rating before starting
it, using the names of individuals and groups in this order:

1. C. Tom Roll
2. Leona Smith
3. Carl Kreisler

4. Walt Abel

5. Virginia Fulcher
6. John Branson
7. J. E. Jones
8. My Attitudinal Group Leader

9. The Friday Student Panels
10. The Resource Panel (4 outside speakers)
11. My Attitudinal Group
12. The Institute
13. Myself as a part of the Institute (Not as a teacher)
14. Other Enrollees in the Institute
15. The Consultant Panel
16. The Civil Rights Act
17. The other 7 group leaders
18. A part of the Program you consider significant which is not

listed above

Instructions for the last page:

Please complete the stems on the last page in the spaces provided.



Rating for

Unethical

Warm

Perceptive

Genuine

Vague

Friendly /

Capable

Informative

Biased

Ethical

/..
Cold

/ / Unperceptive

False

/ Clear

Timid

Rating for

/ Antagonistic

/ Incompetent

Evasive

Unbiased

Bold

/1. - _......./

ColdCold

ical / / /
. /.........../.....-- / Ethical

Warm

Perceptive
...... ./....... / .. .. / /......... i .... /......... / Unperceptive

Genuine
....... / / / L...../. ./......./ False

Vague / / / /......../ _ ... _./......... /
Clear

Friendly .........?(........ / / /... _it. / / Antagonistic

Capable
........... /- ..... / .... / __ .. _ / ..... . / .... .. /.. ... / Incompetent

Informative 1 ..... / / / / / / Evasive

Biased ... / / / / / / / Unbiased

Timid / / / / / / / Bold



1. My feelings about Negroes

2. My feolings about Nhites

3. Desegregation of teachers in Henderson City and Henderson County will

IL. The Institute
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July 5 - 9

Monday
8 - 9 Coffee
9 - 10:30 Introduction of Staff and Overview
10:30 - 12:00 Pre-evaluation
12:00 - 1:00 Lunch
1:00 - 3:00 Attitudinal Groups

Tuesday
8 - 9 Coffee
9 - 12 Pre-evaluation
12 - 1 Lunch
1 - 3 Task Groups (A -132; B-130; C-134; D-Choral Room)

Wednesday 8 - 9 Coffee
9 - 10:30 Group A Behavioral Science

Group B Administration
Group C Educational Psychology
Group D Curriculum

10:30 - 11 Break
11:00 - 12 Group A Behavioral Science

Group B Administration
Group C Educational Psychology
Group D Curriculum

12:00 - 1:00 Lunch
1:00 - 3:00 Attitudinal Groups
3:00 - 4:0 Individual r'::u,":7 and Conference

Thursday

Friday

8 - 9 Coffee
9:00 - 10:30 Group A Administration

Group B Educational. Psychology
Group C Curriculum
Group D Behavioral Science

10:30 - 11:00 Break
11:00 - 12:00 Same groups as in the a.m.
1:00 - 3:00 Same groups as above for working papers
3:00 - 4:00 Individual Study and Conference

8 - 9 Coffee
9 - 11:00 Student Panel
11:00 - 12:00 Lunch
12:00 - 1:00 Consultant Panel
1:30 - 3:30 Attitudinal Groups
3:30 - 4:00 Individual Study and Conference



July 12 - 16

Monday

Tuesday

8:00 - 9:00 Coffee
9:oo - 10:30 Group A Educational Psychology

B Curriculum
C Behavioral Science
D Administration

10:30 - 11:00 Break
11:00 - 12:00 Same Groups as above
12:00 - 1:00 Lunch
1:00 - 3.00 Attitudinal Groups
3:00 - 4:00 Individaul Study and Conference

8:00 - 9:00 Coffee
9:00 - 10:30 Panel of Resource People

10:30 - 1l:00 Break
11:00 - 12:00 Meet in Primary groups with Resource

Person
1:00 - 2:30 Task Group A Curriculum

B Behavioral
C Administration
D Psychology

2:30 - 3:30 Resource People rejoin Task Groups
3:30 - 4:00 Individual Study and Conference

Tuesday nite 7:00

Wednesday

Thursday

Panel Resource People react to Groups
Individaul Study and Conference

8:00 - 9:00 Coffee
9:00 - 10:30 Group A Curriculum

B Behavior
C Administration
D Psychology

10:30 - 11:00 Break
11:00 - 12:00 Same Groups as above
12:00 - 1:00 Lunch
1:00 - 3:00 Attitudinal Groups
3:00 - 4:00 Individual Study and Conference

8:00 - 9:00 Coffee
9:00 - 10:30 Group A Behavior

B Administration
C Psychology
D Curriculum

10:30 - 11:00 Break
11:00 - 12:00 Meet in same Groups as above
12:00 - 1:00 Lunch
1:00 - 3:00 Same Groups on Working Papers



Friday

8:00 - 9:00 Coffee
9:00 - 11:00 Student Panel
11:00 - 12:00 Lunch
12:00-1:00 Consultant Panel
1:30 - 3:30 Attitudinal Groups
3:30 - 4:00 Individual Study and Conference



July 19 - 23

Monday
8:00 - 9:00 Coffee
9:00 - 10:30 Group A Administration

B Psychology
C Curriculum
D Ldhavioral Science

10:30 - ileoo Break
1_:00 - 12:00 fleet in same Groups as above
1:00 - 3:00 Attitudinal Groups
3:00 - 4:00 Individual Study and Conference

Tuesday 9:00 - 12:00 Tour of the Job Corp At Camp Breckinridge
12:00 - 1:00 Lunch
1:00 - 3:00 Group A Psychology

B Curriculum
C Behavioral Science
D Administration

3:00 - 4:00 Individual Study and Conference

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

8:00 - 9:00 Coffee
9:00 - 10:30 Group A Curriculum

B Behavioral Science
C Administration
D Educational Psychology

10:30 - 11:CO Break
11:00 - 12:00 :*.aet in same Groups as above
12:00 - 1:00 Lunch
1:00 - 3:00 Attitudinal Groups
3:00 - 4:00 Individual Study and Conference

8:00 - 9:00 Coffee
9:00 - 10:30 Group A Behavioral Science

B Administration
C Educational Psychology
D Curriculum

10:30 - 11:09 Break
11:00 - 12:00 Meet in same groups Rs above
12:00 - 1:00 Lunch
1:00 - 3:00 Task Groups
3:00 - 4:00 Individual Study and Cooference

8:00 - 9:00 Coffee
9:00 - 11:00 Student Panel
11:00 - 12:00 Lunch
12:00 - 1:00 Consultant Panel
1:30 - 3:30 Attitudinal Groups
3:30 - 4:00 Individual Study and Conference



July 25 - 30

Monday
8:00 - 9:00 Coffee
9:00 - 10.30 Group A Administration

B Zducational
C Curriculum
D Behavioral Science

10:30 - 11:00 Break
11:00 - 12:00 ljeet :In same groups as above
12:00 - 1:00 Lu:-ch
1:00 - 3:00 Attitudinal r;roups
3:00 - 4:00 Individual Study and Conference

Tuesday Pest Evaluation

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

8:00 - 9:00 Coffee
9:00 - 10:30 Group A Curriculum

B Behavioral Science
C Administration
D Educational Psychology

10:30 - 11:00 Brea%
11:00 - 12:00 Same Groups as above
12:00 - 1:00 Lunch
1:00 - 3:00 Attitudinal Groups
3:00 - 4:00 Individual Study and Conference

8:00 - 9:00 Coffee
9:00 - 10:30 Group A Educational Psychology

B Curriculum
C Behavioral Science
J Administration

10:30 - 11:00 Break
11:00 - 12:00 Meet in same groups as above
12:00 - 1:00 Lunch
1:00 - 3:00 Report from Task Groups on Working Papers
3:00 - 4:00 Test Feed Back

8:00 - 10:00 Student Panel
10:00 - 12:00 Staff
12:00 - 2:00 Picnic Lunch
2:00 - 3:00 Attitudinal Groups
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THE CULTURALLY DEPRIVED STUDENT IN THE HIGH SCHOOL

I INTRODUCTION

The basic premise of education in the United States As that effective

scrcial living and self-government require informed citizens. Therefore,

we,, the Educators of the Henderson area in order to initiate a more conweherasive

cumiculum, enhance school-community relationships, ensure greater equality

of opportunity, provide avenues of growth for the culturally deprived, promote

the general welfare, and secure for each individual the opportunity to achieve

dignity and status, hereby offer this working paper for the consideration of and

use by educators and laymen at the local, state, and national levels.

II DEFINITION OF THE CULTURALLY DEPRIVED STUDENT

A culturally deprived student may be defined as one whose opportunities

have been restricted because of his socio-economic, educational, ethnic

and/or racial background. The conditions of poverty - psychological, social,

or physical - ere directly related to the inadequate development and integration

of his intellect, emotions, tastes, and behavior.
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CHARACTENSTiCS .YHE CULTURALU DLPRIVED StUDENT

We have conpited tnis Isis/ of characteristics (Id culqu. ally deprived

s,'udents as we have sect then 40 the high schools of /k,e Herclerso^. area

We realize that these characteristPcs :nay appear co,,%tadictory and will elyell

lap to some extent However, all culturally deprived students ca: not he

categorized in one definAte patient. As a resuP of 023, eit more of these

characteristics, these students have been left out of the mainstream of

modem society. Intellectual, socio-economic, emotional, moral, physical,

and aesthetic characteristics have been utilized /28 grouping these traits.

Intellectual

1, Appear to be stupid,, but may have native ability

4. Limited vocabulary

3. Definite disadvantage on II.Q0 and time test

4. Appear to learn better through physical means

5. Deficient in auditory attention and skill in kiterroffeiznora as they are not

accustomed to listening to long speeches

6. Have difficulty in concentration

9. At bm when-en they talk about things they have actually seen and don

8, Lack endurance and slow in getting involved in problems; however once

interested they are often able to work intensely and patiently for long hours

at a stretch

9. Do not know names for things

16, tack ability to follow directions

11. Tail to make use of their opportunity period: do not know how to study nor

use library
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1, 3 Pow spellers

14, . Lack ability to visualize complete situatiais

15 tack ability to make a wc:tkable plan

1:6, tack precision and a...; ;maw

it7. Fafdl to make use of previous experiences have poor transfer of learning

18 Xncapable of self-direckion

M. Lack ability to check own work

Socio-Economic

a. Are traditionally superstitious

2. Have a tendency to think learning is tuunasculine

3. Desire a better standard of living but do not want to adapt to the middle class

standards to get it

4. Feel alienated from the larger social structure

5c. Their experiences are limited

6. Their contacts with books music, art, people, aid places are extremely limited

7. Their homes are so esowded that nobody has atm to answer questions talk

is rare and children communicate with each other in grunts and monosyllables,

and by pointing and pulling

8. Lack of corrective devices for sight and hearing aid dental oare

9. They think in slang

10. Prone to early marriage

1L Inactive in extra-currflcular activities

12. lack of clothing

13. lack of sufficient funds

14. Luxuries are mare important than essentials



Teacher.

Sylvia lepton .Warner
Shen and Schuster, Loco
Rockfe llow Center, 630 Fifth Ave°
New York 20, New York
Vopyriglat 1963

The testament of an inspired teacher seta forth her unprecedented
teaelling method and recreates the life of the echoolrooa in which for
twenty.four years she guided the yotmgest children through their first
lessens in reading, writing, ',lowing, dancing, enjoying and living with
each other°

sch.00lroom is in New Zee lando The class is km= as the Infant
Rona% The Little Ones are Maoris sad children of English beckyoundo

The Slew Learner in the Classroom

Newell Co Kephart
Charles E. Merrill Books, Into
Columbus, Ohio
Corjrtght 196,

This significant book is designed to assist
the academie achievement of those children who
school tasks impossible. The anther identifies
elaseracet achievement and describes methods of

the teacher in increasing
find a large number of
basic skills underlying
strengthening thee,



BEtiosatir

Lozxl, Otty Le and Eva,
lorona and Carnahan, an:Imago, Tn 1/101 13
COPYrIght 1955

The author states that reading growth begins in a childse life noon after
he is born°

Bond emphasis that it is important :or the teacher to uuderstand taut the
rears before gift to solumil the child develops a physique, a personality,
habite, needs, interest, vocabulary, and a background upon which his reading
growth depends°

Teacher's Guide for

Kottmeyer
Webester Pthlishing Coo
St° louts, Missouri
Copyright 1959

Ibis Handbook is napretearldsus and is intended to give practical help to
teachers° It coutains no systematio evesnarg or presentation of formal re.
search studies° However, these convictions have been influenced and tempered
by the everiencee and conclusions of a number of competent and consecrated
staff members 1126 are primarily responsible for the continued maintenance of
the Reading Clinic Prgram fin the St° Louis Public Sdhodleo

Prier tices ef.Le aching Readins

Artier W. Heiman
Charles E0 Merrill Books, Inc.
Wizens, Ohio
CoPYright 1961

A Apraotical, eoholatOz guide that combines theory and a td de army at sugw
gelded techniques for teaching specific goals in reading at all levels of in.
streation° The point is stressed that violating ronni principles of teaching
conduces to reading problems, Trardl problems, and teaching problems
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1 Poor self - concept'

2, Nellie low leval of anxt.otv

j Are .flexible and not !Jpea; to reasoning

4, Hold others to blame fog thelir. troubles

5 , Aire relatively flee of stmt.: II and do not feel the ..,,eed 4 a es'tabl/sin themselves

as ttldividuals

6, Few. failure blocks rearming

7, Descaes are immediate

Have difficulty In volunteelng in class

9: f eel ?hat nobody cares

wz:k

41 , lack 1..ervous control, rt-oody0 highly exciiable, hallo alvitydes

120 EasCy discouraged

13. Easily sidetrad.:ed

14. Daydream in class

15. Hold grudges

16. Have no aims or goals

.;70 Grave affection and attention

18. Very sensitive to rejectfton acid /or acceptance by teeohers and peers

19. Lack responsibility for get9Ing work done

Moral

L NUM to pre-marital pregnancies

2, Lack of honesty -- stealing, falsifytag

3,, Extensive use of profanity

4. Prone to excessive smoking and drinking

5. Have ',tendency to mutilate property

5. Have tendency to be obscene
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Jhysical

1. Tired, huncry, and angry whe come to class

20 Lack endurance

3. Lack coordination

4, Lack of good hygiene

50 Undernourished

60 Unhealthy

Aesthetic

1. Relatively undeveloped taste appreciation; however, they

enjoy cars, sports, music, and games

2. Poor taste in school clothing, makeup, color combinations, and

hair st,:les

It is importan to re.emphasize the feat that the culturally

deprived student may have one or more of thf- preceding characi;,ristics0

IV METHODS PRAT CAN AE USED TO IDFNTIFY THE CuLTITRALTY rAYRIVD

In order to effectively teach any student, a teacher must know

the student involved a his :Likes and dislikes, his living conditions,

his attitudes, abilities, feelings and his future goals. The following

is a brief resUmeeauggested methods of determining the characteristics

mentioned in the previous.section0

I Personal Observation

The following are general observations made by the teacheL

A. Classroom behavior

10 Antagonism

2. Apathy

30 Yon participation

ho hostility



roor rea?ing ability

6, Short interest span

7. Scholastic .aptitude

8. Achievement

B. Extra-curricular behavior

l. Personal adjustment

2, Sncial adjustment

II Personal Interview

This should he a face to face meeting between teacher and

student from which the teacher mar: 14in insight into the pupil's

pers,nart, background, Interests, etc., through stated facts,

feelings expressed, opiniins expressed and direct questions answered

or unanswered.

III Activity Record

The student's participation or non-participation In activities

will help to show the extent of the individual's social adjustment*

A. Athletics

R. Clubs

C. Student body offices

D, Non-school activities and clubs

E. Hobbies and leisure time activities

IV Faculty Evaluation

Past ;and present teachers can give valuable aid by relating

some of the factors contributing to a pupil's present behavior.

These can help the present teacher to gain an overall picture of

the student outside of' one partionlar teaching classroom,,

A. Written

Bo Conversallpn
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it teucher can visit in the home of the student to rtain a better

undevstunding of the family and living conditiwiso

Vi Autohlogrcphy

If 2 student is given a flexible outline to follow in writing

a short autobiography, the story of his life, feelings and goals

can he a vuluuhle tool for finding the "real" person,

A., kerslnul information

Bo School work

C, Leisure time

D, Future plans

III Anecdotal Records

This should be a record of some significant item of conduct; a

record of an episode in the life of a pupil; any narrative of events

in which the pupil takes such part as to reveal something which may

be significant about his ,ersonality0

(II Rating Scales

By giving short answers or checking a feeling, an individual

can give a true picture of his interebts, likes and dis14.kes, hobbies,

habits, Awtivitieb, and goals,'

A* Student questionnaire

R. Check list (see section II )

IX :Pests

Professionally prepared tests given to the student by the

teacher will help interested parties to better understand pupil

capabilities and needs. These tests provide information regarding

strengths and weaknesses, evaluate growth and development toward

instructional objectives, and give evidence or interests and social

90iPstmento,:,



A. Scholastic attitude tests

H. Achievement tests

X Fealth Record

Ir prc-nerlv kept the datc* clnta!n.td in t:11. rtudant'5

record should be useful to give a true picture of the student's

Jm

K, SchoL.Irahip

Well kept records of this type will show the student's rata of

achievement and any serious deviation from what Is normal for himo

A, School marks

B, Record of reading

C. Rank in class

411 School Attendance Record

This record should be valuable in determining the mobility of

a family and the regularity with which the student accepts responsibility,

A. Record of schools attended

B. Days rresent and absent

Personal Data

Without this background informations any and all other information

would he meanineless for there would be no base on which to build,

A, Name

B. Date of birth

Co Place of birth

D. Sex

E. Race

F. Residence

G, Name of parent or guardian

If, Occupation of parents

I. Marital status of parehts

J. Siblings

lo Names 3o Ages

2, Sex 4. Educations
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YTV -tile, Study.

A study of this nature will delve deeply and personally

into the life, habits and feelings of an individual for the purpose of

determining why he is as he is°

A. Identifying data

B. Physical characteristics and health

C. !Tome and family backgrounds

D. School background and activities

E. Test data

F. Goals

Summary

A few or possibly many of the above listed fields may be

utilized to establish some workable method of identification of the

culturally deprived student. Which field and accompanying methods

of sperations may work to advants7e for one teacher may not work so

well for another. The teachers must he left to use their own

independent judgment to obtain the desired information°

V REASONS FOR DEPRIVATION

The disadvantaged student is of no single race or color;

poverty, delinquency, failure to achieve the goals established by

the main stream of society are shared by peoples of all colors

and national origins.

The disadvantaged individual may derive from a culture which

is rich in its own tradition, but which no longer prepares its

members for successful participation in modern society°

People from submarginal farms have been forced into cities,

;bile in cities jobs for the unskilled Are Aecreasing. Thousands

have learned that their older was of life are no lower erectly°.

In tr7:ing to understand the disadvantaged student, it is
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helpful to focus on some of the major reasons for his deprivation,

Several possible reasons which might apply to one or more disadvantaged

students include the following:

10 Low income

20 'Token homes

3. Veighborhood conditinns

ho geographic location

50 Race, religion, or national origin

6. Health

7 Emotional factors

The first factor that usually comes to mind in listing reasons

for derivation is that of low income. A highly disproportionate

number of 'he lower soclo-economic croup fit the defin1Lixl of

cultural deprivation. This condition tends to he one of the primary

cwA9es of deprivation. In many cases there is uncertainty of income

or the family is on public relief. This person is usually forced to

live in a neighborhood characterized by poor housing and population

density. In situations such as these, poor heilth is both a cause and

an effect of cultural deprivatim. Often there is little interest

on the part of the parents.

The edu^ational background of t'!is parents in many cases Is very

limitd. Some of them do not have even a grade school education.

Consequently, the culturally deprived student is poorly prepared and

poorly motivated for formal education. Many times the only encouragement

this student will get will be from the classroom teacher.

The culturally deprived student may come from a broken home in

which the over-worked mother assumes the responsibility for both

grants. Fven it the parents are not separated, sometimes the only



parental image the student can see is one of frustration, deair,

and poverty. Within this group large families are common, and this

tends to push the family' even more into poverty,

Fspecia111 in our large cities can he found great numbers of

cAturally deprived. These people are unskilled; consequently, they

are not able to find jobs. When they do find a job, they hardly make

enough on which to subsist°

Deprivation in many instances has been because of race, religion,

or national origin. The Puerto Rican in the northern cities, the

Mexican in the Southwest, and the Negro in the South are victims

of discrimination*

In attempting to identify the causes of cultural deprivation,

it should he recognized that it is sometimes difficult to distinguish

between the causes and the effects of cultural deprivation° Also, it

should he remembered that those factors enumerated in the foregoing

portion of this paper may occur singly or in combinations as possible

causes of cultural deprivation°

VI GENERAL PRINCIPLES AND PROCEDURES

FOR IMPROVIO TEACAER6STUDENT RELATIONSHIPS

Rarely is it possible to achieve ideal teacher-student relation-

ships. Nevertheless, it Is important to realise what such relationships

might be like and to hold them up as an ideal to strive to achieve°

It is even more important to try to establish good relationships

with the culturally deprived students since they have so rarely

experienced healthy human relationships in the past. For this reason

It is worthwhile to describe ideal teacher-student relationships as

these are suggested by modern research*
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In the book, Nt.........111L)diniji.leiWaTsi? Baruch offers a general

philosophy of parent-child and teacher - student relationships which

is Supported by.much modern research. In this approach the use or

physical force is viewed as a kind of last resort when all other

methods have failed. Baruch stresses the development of the positive

relationships which make such resort to force unnecessary.

In discipline there are two important aspects: a student misbehaves

and a student ,feA.s like misbehaving. The misbehavior is a result

of particular feelings. For good discipline and good behavior we must

deal with the student's feelings, as well as his actions, since emotional

'bungs:, lies at the root of all disciplinary problems. As the acorn

becomes the m'ghty oak when given the proper nurture of sunlight, soil,

etc., so does the student grow healthily and happily when his emotional

needs are mete

Every student, and esiecially the deprived student, has strong

(motional ueeds for the following :

1. Warm regard for the separate person that he is
2. The feeling of Holonging in the class

The knowledge that he can achieve
. The teacher's sincere recognition and appreciation or his efforts

5. And finally, the teacher's acceptance and understanding

When ary of these emotional needs mre not being met, the student reacts

with the hurt, fear, and resentment which cause a student to misbehave.

When normal ch!liren are not getting enough emotional nourishment,

they keep after us to fulfill these needs. They do not give up easily

and usually obtain some satisfaction one way or another. But the

culturally deprive() student is often Se accustomed to a lack of

emotional nourishment in one or more of these areas that he may not

actively oreu.te disciplinary problems, except through his general

apathy and non participation. The teacher should be aware of the

underlying needs that are not being met.
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ho zhould t !-S

Tr student*, wcvc. , 1(1 )o up-Ado

:.rovIde rxTEeni. Th. e vt*,c1M-7 %o

'11,-11 a otc.dent fa !1 r.r.hlomp i*ft

(;frort 3hould be ri un6erstrid thqt fi;?0 no';

Ileing met.

If a studen:; )s emoihnal ne!:(is

r)r. !::1se he is ntTU ,3:.7pressinz hunt(. _'(";:ill' )r an.7.:!r fon lacks in the

1) .Into Therefore, uhen we find unsati3fied e--nctIonal nerds, we should

try to satisfy thTt all we cane Hwiever, it should not ho surprisinE

if remnants of hupt, fer, and anger a-nalne These we can help

the student to re1,7asJ 2nd lessen.

Row can we lcssen past hurts? We can feel how he feels and saz

it to him. When tIlis is done consistently the teacher soon finds that

his own feelings toward the student are changing that instead of

thinking only of Wilvr.f, the teacher becomes increasingly aware

of the student and his feelings, which leads to a welling up of warmth

and respect,. The tea.lher, after understanding how the student feels,

can accept the student, instead of prodding him into being what the

teacher wants him to be, without lonsideration of either his needs or

his hurtso

This type of relationship nets reslts with the studmt because

ho then feels worth being peen and listened to and does not have to

make excessive demands for attention. Students feel you ;re with them

then and a7ainst them when you argue and scold,,

A hurt starts a vicious chain of events; it results from deprivation,

a lack of nourishment for some basic need. Thin deprivation of a

basio need leads to anger toward those responsible for the burto

But the student than starts to fear his elver, for should the teacher



discover it, she m'ght punish him or rejet-t him because of it.

Now he is so afraid of his anger that he tries to hide it to

reduce the anxiety and tension created by his anger. He may even try

to convince himself he does not hate the teacher. However, these

feelings fester in his unconscious. If he manages to prevent himself

from expressing these hurt and angry feelings verbally or through

misbehavior, he will have to keep the lid down on all feelings,

including the good, happy, laving ones. He can not let any feelings

out for fear the forbidden ones will sneak out with them. As a result;

he becomes withdrawn, shy, ill at ease and afraid of almost everything,

or he becomes a little angel, the extra good child who never does

wrong. Too good is a disguise for feeling and being too had. If the

pressure from the angry, hurt feelings becomes too great, they may

leak out in a disguised form by either changing their form, or clanging

teir target*

If the first disguise is used, he does not say "I hate you" to his

teacher. Instead he changes the form tr being incorrigible or a

trouble maker in the classroom. In this w.:y he expresses his anger

by causing trouble or is stubborn and ,negative and expresses his

anger through refusals to pay attention, to do assigned work, or

even to pass tests.

The student ma.. change the target of his hate feelings by letting

his anger out against his friends, or he may let it out against vague

opponents by stealing or antisocial acts. He may even turn his re-

sentment against himself by getting sick, by skin eruptions, by

accidents that make him unhappy, or through other channels.

The wa:. to deal with alpressions and anger is to let the poison

out. Unless pus is let out of an abscess, infection spreads* In

the same way "badness" must he let out. If it does not elme out,

it grows, and other hurts join it. To help him work his "badness"
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out, the teacher should obstrve sensitively, and express his

feelin7s and words to him. Par example, the teacher might say, woUke

so mad at me ;kou don't want to work." When enough of the negative

feelings have drained off and been accepted, then the positive feelings

which make him industrious, happy, and likeable will return.

Of course, he need not run wild, for dangerous and destructive

acts must be curbed. But to do this, we can understand and accept

the Peelings and guide the actions. As far as feelings go, we should

accept them, however nasty, but as for actions, there are limits on

what may be done as release. A student may not do any physical harm

to any person or object, anything harmful, dangerous or destructive.

These are forbidden and must be stopped.

The secret is to channel feelings instead of stopping feelings,

remembering that we can .ctually only stop the act. What a student

does in on place does not necessarily carry over to all places, and

if he can safely get things out in one place (such as with an accepting

teacher or in a counselor's office) with very few restrictions, he

behaves better at other times and in other places. So help the

student to let out the feelings, even though they may have to be

stopped temi.orarily and rechanneled into differont actions. It is

not mere forbidding; it is forbidding the act, but not the feeling.

Our job is to help and encourage the outflo,f through safe channels

instead of through harmful and dangerous ones by eeeing how he feels,

accenting how he feels, and reflecting how he feels in words. Rules

are good, but they help only when one feels he is accepted and under..

stood. Only wten he feels this way does he sad to obey the rules.

Rules should be stated simTly clearly, and impersonally and not

like personally tinged whims. The most important element in getting

a rule to work is to let a student gripe about it to his heart's

content. We must remember that he is bound to be resentful over



hkvIng this rule imposed on him, no we must provide this outlet for

the angry resentment that the rules arouse. When 7.ou do, you respect

nis feelings, and he tries to respect your rules. The mono his

hoitility can cone out and be understood and accepted the less he will

feel the need to explode, As all this takes place, new understanding,

confidence and closeness grow between teacher and student. But

remember that it is not just mechanical application or these principles

that works, it is the change in the was we feel a! out our students and

as a result the way their feelings for us change. Their troubles

and problems are just as big to them an ours are to us, and the more we

appreciate their real feelings and really feel with them, the more

disciplinary problems will dissipate.

Self-control lies in the direction of keeping the "bad" feelings

in the open until they work themselves out. Learning to direct

feelings into harmless channels is learning to control, for then the

student himself does the controlling by directing the type of expression

and not by denying it.

What about conformity to culture? Ceotainly the student must

learn to conform. This is a part of discipline, but we do not want

over-conformity, being so harmed in by the mild to conform that he is

afraid of being creative and of pro refining as he grows, being so set

in one pattern that he fails to change and grow as the world about

him changes. Individuals need to be free enough to try new ways and

new methods, to experiment and to explore. To teach a student to

mind for the sole sake of minding is teaching him to accept,

unquestioningly, the word of authority. He is then prepared to follow

Without thought of ylyi he does what he does.

He must learn to consider existing patterns and to conform in

appropriate ways, or he will fritter away much time in unconstructive



rebellion. For example, good mmnners are worth knowing,, because

they free lne to interact with other people, but these emforming

behaviors must be learned gradually.

11014 is this best accomplished? Students learn mueh because they

respect their teachers and want to be like them. When this is true they

will learn to conforM in their own time. If we demand too much too

soon, and fight them, they will fight back at 1:s. 'It they do not

fight back, they will become their own worst cr;ticso This is often

one of the characteristics of the culturally delxived student.

The im,-:ortant idea to remember then is that the whole person

goes to school. `Jot just his intellect, Not just his body. As his

emotions are released and accepted, tbs.,: grow less intense, and

another part of emotional living has a chance to come into being and

flourish the part that tenAto 11-httOe spark of enthusiasm, that

propels him to tackle difficult tasks willingly, that stirs him to

warmth and tenderness°

We realize that these principleS are ideallsitc and that ideals

are rarely translated into practice. Nevertheless, it only one

teacher learns to practice these ideals to some extent we would feel

this was worth the effort.

VII METHODS OF EVALUATING PROGRESS

It is imperative that any program designed to advance culturally

deprived youth be evaluated to determine its effectiveness. The results

of this evaluation can be used to improve the programo The worth of

such a program must be measured in terms of the evaluative oriterit

stated later in this section in the methods of evaluation. The terms

used are very similar to the terms used in the section on the

identification of the culturally deprived youth However, it can

readily he seen that there is a distinct difference between a student
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who has only been discovered to be culturally deprived and a remedied

situation that removec a student from the classification of the

culturally deprived.

It is with the purpose of determining the degree of success

of remedial efforts that the following methods of evaluation are

suggested:

1. TESTTNO INSTRUMENTS In attempting to identify and help the

culturally deprived student, we can make extensive use of testing

instruments to indicate initial and later levels of achievement,

aptitude, and general intelligenoe. Tests that could be used are the

following: "The Wide Runge Achievement Test"; the "Diffenential

Aptitudes Test"; the "Stanford Binet Intelligence Scale"; and the

"Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children."

The same testing instruments, making use of the different forms

available, can be used periodically as the student is given opportunity

to progress in a definite program designed for this purpose. The results

of the testing !nstruments may indicate progress or Ikek of progress.

As a result these findings can be used to improve the program.

2. SOCIAL INS-RUMENTS Usually in any geographic location, he the

area of the location small or L rge, there are certain socially

accepted patterns of behavior held by the individuals of the area.

These patterns will largely govern the sooial behavior of the

individuals involved. The social instruments will indicate conformity

to these generally accepted behavior patterns. The behavior of the

individuals as' to conformity or nonconformity to the accepted patterns

will determine to a large extent the acceptance or rejection of

individuals by the group at large.

It may be assumed that in many oases the rejection of the

culturally deprived youth will be closely related to his inability or
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luck of desire to acrept thtso patt.arns to some daRree as an acceptable

way of social living,

Social Instruments may he used in a followup prorrrarn of

evaluation to deterTine If desirable chanpe has taken place in

individuals or -roues of individuals, TheVIneland Social Maturity

Scale" is probably the instrument that would best fulfill this purpose,,

30 ATCDOTAL tILA;ORDS accords of this t;pe can he extremely useful

in the evaluation of a program geared to help the culturally deprived

youths Anecdotal records are usually brief narratives wr'tten at the

time or close to the time that something of significant interest takes

places In a pre-determined mental awareness to he clnsciously alert

to the behavior, actions, and reactions, of individuals or proups in

the proram such as stated previously, patterns begin to emerge that

Yelp to determine the ef:ectiveness of the program. Anecdotal records

may he kept by several interestet' individuals and then studied or

d'scussed constructively.

4. OBSERVATrIN Persona involved in a program designed to help the

culturally deprived 7.outh should he continually alert to the actions

and interactions of the students In the program. Personal ob-

servation may sometimes he the best method of evaluation in determining

:.rogress of individuals. Careful observation of facial expressions!,

gesturesp and tone of voice are particularly helpful in evaluation or

interpretations

5. GROUP SPARING Vembers of the instructional staff may come tegether

from time to time in a closed meeting and share information WW1 each

others It is a truism that different persons involved in a critical

evaluation will interpret somewhat differently° This diversity of

ideas in a group sharing situation usually tends to speed up the

development of an effective program°



6, RET?Ar 1107:NCT7S leferral rOWV1008 hive reference to civic or

community afranclea widish could aid In sposiall !mottles. that are difficult

to handle in an medium, school Lrogram such is is found In the

4.nderson ide,4, When such ..:,encles are ava'lable to handle psychiatric

r-Ytrrme Ify;I:41 croh3em5A prohlema of oa phNolcul nature,

no me prohloolapv then effeetivc oly,caunq

:'t-ferri;1 service van he estz4hl3sbed,, The personnel who wouid ptsicr

these w-lincies could provide independents s.enific evaluations of

particular students In the program and 40dItional t :Inking and

stimulation°

VIII f.4)Lcielc. RLO- LNailT1.-ws

The clrriculum in the Eenderson and Henderson County s? stems is

set up to mret the nee0s of the average and above average students°

Improvements and chanpes in the curriculum to meet the needs of the

socially deprived are listed as follows:

SCIALIZED INSTMG-7"

3pecit,1117cd ;nstructi,,nal materials should milde available in

all phases of the curriculum to hid the teacher and the socially del

aerials are available and may he used along

with or in place of the adopted textbook, These materials are designed

to upgrade reading skills through emphasis on vocabulary building;,

self-testing, comprehensive exercises° daily silent reading and

communication skills development, (Examples of material available

are included in the appendix)

We recommend a program in all subject areas that would use these

specialized materials.

26 TESTING

If specialized materials are not used then special concern

should be used tn the preparation of tests so that the socially



stud,::nt will ander9tad them° These denrivod studollts

usually huvA trouble In r dinp and comprehension and many times are

unable to show the teacher how much they have learned due to their

inability to understand the test Itselfo If possible oral administration

of the tests could be used with individual students

30 REQ.UIRTD

The state Board of Aucation which sets up the requirements

does not make allowances for the testbooks and materials that are

needed to teach the socially deprived student° An enrichment program

in reuding should be set up to aid these students in the high school,

This should be made a requirement and scheduled during the regular

school dayo If this is iml,ossible remedial regdinr courses should

be available for the student after school or in the evening at a specific

time and pIRceo

40 CLASS TIME

-If these socially deprived students could be motivated to attend

special claeses after school, to would he feasible to set up an after

school enriement program and pay ttlise teachers that will work with

these students, If enough students could be guided into a program of

this type, it is believed that many of the classroom problems would

he ellmtnatedo

A weekly schedule, giving the time allotment for those days where

short class periods will he used, should be given out on Monday of each

week° Doing this will give a teacher a better chance to plan

her work several days in advance° To deal with the socially deprived,

careful planning is a must. Teachers should not plan to cover a certain

amount of textbook material, such as completing a textbook by a certain

daten They should instead plan for the students to learn one topic



before moving to the next and feed in related material-as the

opportunity presents itself. Special attention shoUld be given to

experiences and not just content.

ADMINISTRATION

The culturally deprived student's contacts with the administration

are of extreme importance. The administration plays a major role

in seeing that the emotional needs of the student are met. The

culturally deprived should be encouraged to take part in all school

extracurricular activities as well as school jobs such as office work,

serving In the cafeteriap sports managers and the school library.

It is hoped that these jobs could be used to enhance stlf-egteem rather

than to reflect unfavorably on the self-image. This could be done by

using school leaders, such as cheerleaders, in the same capacity.

In seeing that he is an integral part of the school and that the school

needs him, part of his emotional needs will be met!.

. Teacher's schedules could be arranged to provide for more

teacher-pupil conferences. This time could be used for more individual

work. An evening enrichment program could also provide this individual

attention. Teachers from each of the subject areas could be available

for help several evenings a week. We suggest that this be on a

voluntary basis and the touchers be paid for the extra work.

Since this deprivation is often based on his financial status,

the student might be encouraged to overcome this by a work.study.

program. The student could finish his schooling in morning classes

and find afternoon employment with certain interested local businesses

in cooperation with school officials. It is suggested, however, that

this he done when these students have reached the age of sixteen.
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A record system ether than cumulative folders providing more

financial and personal history including all contacts with the

administration would also be helpful. Excessive misconduct wild

indicate that this studentlitneeds are not being met. With ow present

system, we as classroom tewchers,are aware of the °Mid's conduct

only in our claim.

Conce-ning counselors, wo suggest that a full time dean of girls,

who has training in counseling, be employed. These with full teaching

schedules cannot provide this necessam service. The teacher should

ilso be given the option of sending a student either to the administration

or the oounselot.
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Our desire is that after having read this working paper you

will hive a better understanding and c mprehension of the culturally

deprived student., The many characteristics and reasons for his

deprivation have been stated alrnr, with supgested methodsp rrinsiplee

and recommendatt.ms to follow in working with them. We would again

like to'emphasize the importance of a favorable student-teacher

relationship as we feel it !s of utmost consequence in achieving

the desired goals° We cannot stress enough that the disadvantagad

student is of no 'Angle race or color; however, as a result of one

or more of the stated characteristics he has been left out of the

mainstream of modern society, Truly9 we are challenged to make

greater strides in meeting the needs of the culturally deprived

student° They are tomorrow the result of what we do today°



Specific high interest and low voacbuIary materials that teachers ran use with
their culturally deprived student, who are far behind their classmates 'fnclude the followirg

HIGH INTEREST -- LUIER VOCABULARY I.El.D.ING ITATERILLS

Author Ti

sem. OOOOO .

Leaven.

Holer. Heffernan
Darby
Dolch
Dolch
Dolch
Dolch

ray

Larricks

Cooke

Banton & Whitehead
Carson
McCall
Hurley
Chandler
1.Tasseman
Denson
Cordts
Egan & Hurlburst

Gustafson
Witty

Parker
Thurstons

American HeritatN Series
Golden Rule Series
American Reading Round Table
The Deep Sea Adventure Series
The Jim Forest Readers

kdventure Series
Th., Reading Motivated Series
The Time i.lachii,e Series

First Rending (looks
Basic Voca)ulary Book
Folklore or she ;forld
Pleasure Reading Book
New lorkbooks-Dolrth Puzzle Book
axploref. Sevic!:

licr.)vory

Rivera Series
Good Reading for Poor Readers
Beginners Reading Series
Landnark Series
All About Series
The World or Adventure Series
Space 4,-e Books

Button Family Adventure
Dan Frontier Series
Cowboy Sai Series
Sailor. Jack Readers

Fasy to Read Book
Torsky O'Toole rooks

Adventures Hunting
The How Series
Basic Concepts Series
Pioneer Series
Oltr ?fative ?',notice

Pu'Aisher

Amer' c.a ',wok Company
Ad.;cric:.1.1 Book Comps:T.
America n flook Company
Harr "a;ner Company
Harr '.a nor Company
Harr ..agncr Company

r Cor.p?..ny
Harr 1.4igner Coupany
Garrard Press
Garrard :ess
Garrard Press
Garr%rd ".ress

Garrard f-rep::;

3prrlr9 Press
'dare-Jr..!

Crtrrozi

Ciarvilm

Ge.- card Tress

Randal Hoase
Rand x' How.e

Randxi House
D. Press
Benefic Press
Bencfic Press
Donefic Press
Benefic Press
Benefic Press
De;efic Press
Benefic Press
Belefie Press
Benefit, Press
Benefiv Press
Benefic Ness

Trees
American Farri Series Ficnc..1.1...: reams

Readf.ng Far Intereet-Litorary Readers at.:ato

American Adventures Series Wheeler
Childhnnd or racoes
Beginner Science Series i:ebcter roblishing Co.
Classroom Scienco Librar ilebster Publishing Co.

The Sieritil P: )I :_

Reactilig Laboratories cic..rte Research

Pending For Understandin6 Science Res.each
The P.orearch

Pilo:. TA.,.nnr

blew denupai:donal Reading' Research
Lae d...ark G.: POil2e



Nartin

Bath

-2

All Juout Series Random House
Beginner Reading Series Random House
Remedial Reading St:taloa V.65-66 (catologue)
StAy Lessons In Our Nation's History Fallett

...S.w..Cess 5n Language 4 For Slow Learnerc Farvl.t
I.Jorld.History For Slow Learners Fni l et'.

.-Uonders-1:onder Series Stech
l!oodland Frolic Series Lech

Adult Education Books Stech
Group 1 Funitional Illiterates (Or h & belay)
Group 2 Middle Grades (Gr. 5-8)
Group 3 High School

-Aviation Series Macnillon
....31telochester 0204atintaal...11aaling...Sc ri fie University

Syracuse ?reins

Golden Science Books Scherster
Interesting Reading Series Penns Valley Press

2ecomAge Tales Hen.6h

adapLed Versimis Collcgt: E;:tronce

Book Company
Scholastic Eaterinis ScIolas t 1 c Ktgazine

nea.der Digesi. Skill Nuldera Rervics Di4;i.st

Siaaplified Classics and 0Lber ."ass
.

Cow.` . Foraraan& Co.
.itgiltctial.. in Refresher lrorktooks
itittle OWL Book. hole Rinehirt !hiliton

Listea ail load SarLse
ditudy Skitr.t miry
Plast-1

Bd. DeveloTassa Lab
M

Nee re St447 5 R A

ils Betts' Latli4AZ
3417. Ihm,lapett ta asadiNg Pretties Rail



, THE HENDRED DC-OK 2 il()ST j;JOYED BY R;F.Tvi:T.J
READERS IN 5%.NI0fi SCEOOLS

AUTHOR

.ott; Louisa M.
lcott, Louisa M.
.colt, Louisa M.
Acott, Louisa M.
Adrich, Bess S.
1.tsheler, Joceph .

lack, Kathleen
lackmore, Richard D.
adapted by Jordan
Berglund, lashburne

71ward
:oylston, Helen D.
ink, Carel

'uck, Frank
Frank & Anthony,
"?wards

'uckir4,hnm, RR (ed.)
:nckirqnam, RV (ed.)

Emma
urnett, Frances H.
,ohen, Joseph G. &
Scarlet, 111

;ompton, Ray; Brown,
M. D. Brown, MD.eds.
ce, Daniel

A4117,e, Mary M.
joyle, Arthur Conan
iumas, Alexander
erber, Edna
7isher, Dorothy

Canfield

T7TLES

Little Women
Little Vien
Old Fashioned Girl
Eight Cou,dns
A Lantern in Her Hand
horsemsn of the Plains
Manners for i!oderns
Lorna Doane

Urosset. %nd Durt-tp
Groft 3rd
Cro .slit ind Dunl:tp

und iiun.lap
D.AFT.1ton-Contury
Gro :rid Dunlap

Pacon
Sc-At, FDresman

A Dutch Poy Fifty Years After Scribnr
Sue Barton, !Audont Nurse Iditt, brown
Caddie Yeodlawn
On Jungle Trails Stokos
Ering 'Em back Alive 3arden City.

Too Many bear::
Th:, Attack
Peggy Covers the News
Secret G.Irdpn
Modern Pioneers

The Open Road

Ginn
!;inr.

Dodd, eir!nd
& Dunlap

Allyn V. Encon

Harcourt, Brace

Robinsor Crusoe D. Ar.nleton-Centuvy
Hans Brinker D. Arp:ettm-Century
ildyentureL of Sherlock Holmes Harper
Tha Count of MPrite Cristo 1,n1;mi, Green
Cimarron. Dounil&iy, Dcrfin
Understood Betsy Grosnc & Duriap

3ollom, Joseph That Year At Lincoln High Hacmilla
;r4 y, Ziirie The Short-St, Gro.lret & Dunlap

;a6gnrd, henry Rider King Solomon's Mines Lonmnns, Gren
(ed. by vest)

.alliburten, Richard Royal Road tc Romance Carden City
!!askell, Helen Katrinka Dutton
.terzberg; Paine; Works Quest Houghf,on Mifflin

ierzber8; Paina;.Works Rewards 3oughton t.ifflin

-'erecerg; Paine; Works Ventures H-,:ukIhton i,ifflin

:!ill, Joe, Kr. & Hill, C.D. In Little America with Byrd Ginn
Houh, Emerson The Coverl :,:aFon Grosset & Dunlap
Jackson, Pelen Hunt Romona 1....ttle, frown

James, Will Smoky 3cribner
James, Will Young Cowboy !;cribne
James, Will Lone Cownoy Serihnvr
James, Will Sun 4p Scribrer
'Kaler, James Toby Tyler Grosset x Dunlap
P-ling, Rudyard Captain Cournieous DobulcAlay, Duran

A ...ing, Rudyard Jungle Book DnutIrday, )oran
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W. W. &
'3. A. ed3.

rirk
" :irk

-eb::!er, jean
lite, Stewart E.

A'ir,gin, at Douglas
:tiliaTs, Blanche C.

P.:kStflr, CMen

Tales L,f 1:cp,r117.

_dventure!.; DI %In Sawyer Harper
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INTEMTION

The purpose of this task group has bean to explcre and consider

aeons of the problems which will be prevented by a program of desegregation

in the Henderson cit and county junior high schools. We have consulted

experienced educators frau various parts of the nation in order that we

night more fully understand the scope of the difficulties which may cow.

front us and in order that vs might consider various techniques for deal

ing with these difficulties: Of major concern along these problems rill

be a greater influx of @naturally deprived children who are likely to be

indersehievers seholastisallyi this higher percentage of disadianteged

obildrea v17.1 present sou special problems for the school. We have

concerned-curve :yes chiaflr mitt these areas* Identification of the

culturally depeyod child; teaohals parent, and community relationships;

socio.personal relz.ttonchtpr sithia the slhoel4 prefessinhal and ethical

concerns and rssponsOilities of school paTvonnel. The views expressed

hers are cbiely tae sonolastons reached tly this group of (fifteen)

junior high school teaccare end prinoipals.
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11111CIDDI, !AUNT, AND CIONtlerr IIIITATICHSHIPS

In Sr n school. situation a relationahlp exists *nog the teachers,

between the teacher and the parent and between the parent and the omsemnity.

The relationship& do exist' the quality of these relationships is doper:w-

ent upon the people isvolved and the coureae of action the people choose.

MOB= nunatarsps

La toachers on a faculty who will experience desegregation Co r

the first time this fall, we teed to be aware of oar responsibility to

Lasers that this beaming is a positive one. It suet be a beginning upon

which e good scud working relationship can be built.

The shits teacher and the 'Nero teal.ve alike suet be prepared

to aooept seek other as a steal parson. There ewe barriers on both side*

which mast bo broken dance tkvotgb a actual effor4 t oreoy. to establish

this person to ?orison relde4c4ship rsoffeleos of DOC,

Ott **cal importdmvf /A Lb* re,,at'.ona.* which must be bui%t 'von

the acceptance ef the heirs: toes oar sy the trit,A teacher and of the white

teacher by the Negro teme u **hemp's*. It L sohool props* is to it*

carried out *Isiah will 04 qsraficia% to the students, each teacher Rust

accept each tomtit, meeker Ai a colleague without deference to rasa.

PARIIITiasmormammanv

It is fairly well understood and recognised by sohool officials

that a great he mists is the ommualoation media between parent and

teacher. It may tot have been intended to be this way by either party;

nevertheless the gap is tberrt.
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situation each am this deprives the child of his rightful

plans in soststly. It prevents the teacher from homing the parents

and the parents tram booming the Wisher. Therefore, lack of sommuniostian

premits some roil problems fret being solved.

In a society sash is ours, where every child is given an

sxotonity to produse ex/cording to his osn ability level, all barriers

should be resimmod ale would tend to reduce or retard this development.

Arias mob as discipline, personal hygiene and mental retardation constantly

passes the teachom in wank far better methods at instruct m.

low to establish this type of oommuaisation is another matter,

parent towbar senferenese are belptel - but parent apathy is by no

mesas temelf.mser pareato fail to respond even when presented with a letter

requesting theepress ees at a conforms*. In the final analysis some

st this patent egg* bee bees broegbt about bV the 'whoa in its failure

to teach the ahildren their respematbilities as eitisems. We must

remember that all pareate scare Nose **heel children.

TIMM 66 ammarr 111ATIONS

Amertma, an we Woe it toiler, is a changing country. Prejstioes,

mores and attitniesare being imastismed. Tarim fearful and frustrated

admit, sad mambo smogs sys so Lampe satisfied with their sub-standard

resegnition ems Westmont. Ohmage is being *mkt and progress is being

node. The edesatiemal metes hie Joined the march of progress. To be

bemefloial to all 'embers of ear society our schools need the allegience

and support of all the °Miens of our community. This must be a partner-

ship pack:eget



Mantis* is big business in the isndersoneoen%/Jpahool system

as well as to the other eyeteme of our 000ntry. Many Unbent are as

well educated tear as only the administrktore were yesterday. Often,

the teacher is put in the position of public relations personnel for

his profession in his enormity, sometimes very unknowingly. At other

tins this could be subtlety manipulated. An Instance of this might be

that letters are sent to various service leagues informing them of our

resource terdOre which toad be avellahis to speak to them or have

informal discussions en ouch pertimnt isrues as integration or the ..1

culwrally deprived child. These injects ere directly or indirectly

Important to every member of ow omonnity. In return, comacnity

vegan:we people eon really Add spine to education programa ii they are

invited.

fbe vommmiestion below* the teacher and the omemmoity need not

slows be female 11.014 lid The timelier, as vi&l as the tem-payer,

is apiraillift. the @shoal chili supper or the local supermarket. The

Wisher Monad mobs, to set ethically and lc good taste. In return

the sear ity should swim VW: Sargessians of teaohow and take thee off

the pedestals on ehioh they have been placed. They are humans of various

r: ,s not dos ehichnsverron out of gas, but grow weary and like

actors are not capable of givips commend performances without intersissions.

We, as tasolterso should not wait for trouble Before we sorest for

help from our community. Ms non the public is informed about tho goal

vs are trying to achieve in our aohnols, the better job we sin be able to

socomplish.

,
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SCCIO PZ1OONAL 1111111131 TEL SCHOOL

As result of total desegregation our schools are going to

be confronted with neer problems involving socio-personal relationships

between the Negro and white students. Both, the Negro and white students

have heretofore had very little social contact with each other. Than are

many fears and apprehensions on both sides. Neer myths concerning the

Negro exist in the minds of white pot.ple, Misunderstandings have been

prevalent due, for the most past, to lack of communication. Ia is the

responsibility of the school to foster an atmosphere conducive to

overcoming these fern, apprettnee, samba, and ;misunderstandings. It

LS the responsibility of Las:: L*40:.!4.! 40 3Wi. 42 eta pie a appropriate

beherior in pomp intareatiou with both the Negro sudent and Negro

teacher.

Negro Ned *its students gill be Ln olose contact with each

other in neer seals% fvestiens suer them withie the teethes of the

elassroon. We awitlpeourege thie irtersetiek end take care to see that

al traditional eerie, aetivtties evetlier without a4y unusual modifications.

At the sans tins le nest plan these tocial *ear/ties so that they fill

the needs of all children. Wary stJent, Negro cr white, has a desire tc

be accepted sceially Or his peer group. We must not create social

etititics so formal that the will Primal practical purposes eliminate

*sty Negro mod white &Monte rho COM .*,t on poor envircement.



kw ietematoxv ve are going to Immo to stPorontto:e Ustgle%

acoepts1Je and haecosptabla social q'flwricer. MaLrelly, we %mot 94

gat interwingling at white tali Negro st.wdeuts tm ant174tits,

VA mast take oars to PPCOMise pc3labl vrntivAle La: ^r* :miry Lrlre.

pve-Arma At lazed letils 1411 e.outiless 61.7 74..r, It rt..1

oast ar. a 4hock *am sad oar* Au:it tiaim lz

qtr qennes 0400 Fill puroolr-s* riga: Alsili;te uy *!..471.1t f.,14

It is :77,14; r114.3% '`..;..73 !,.1.111

14r01 :2Vn. AAIR;J:=7, 4,1 4C.A.T.hvn

we V:0014.0 e! t ic: AroLailet'.:14 A.!

LndletdA414 ett, rffic.",t; q f410 d,2411, tv

amipuletl9e the motilitAese The vpart.vit? tt 146. oaSirlffiGtnS

11444 sboV'^A; preGA14,0 tt the Negro giAr Wessvr, mho cs: :ex: taw

squad may 11, ssettat the queltflaatioIe tone. reep:cetbis !cc:

selecting ar WAIN Ilers

Et is tb, reeforsi:ilft at the ataLTistratim u yell as t:441

teacher to dimes ago de teats aogrogatio: eitita tae cisserom. 144 Co

hot vent to cheolterteari the exaser(-4 4ut no abolail hat allow ut.tJenu

to segregate thesselwee rww shoc:4 Cu teachers turryseV segrpote them.

Atkin 4 'Rawl. ported at time the ohildrea lameseivta via t.olve

the *octal proolmee* wee Large4 tree at adult prejudices and

tend so **Dept eesh °tiler ob
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ZirTerilmoed teachers shm14 ..L.

x. La 6 uot.t.i.nttous pteceeer
shuts ccogriva, i..tcroare.r, 'trio edr3: Nit;
au am us-Lomat to the protlaas and c7recto-.1
the enn . rase issordlatea,r,
The orlectatico !Ann einroli! be cosprehemere Lut tv,t.
cm*, Witig
tte; yriaoipel ehould hare the cue tatter trt hLs
1:4114 44 insklueto the eriestatton rzogrse
wed tI' the flret semester. ?lardy belga Stl.e.,;*(0 PW,

lr ter :rrestent .411 51, tot-Um:losing

A clamaAtexeie a, of pl.enniw enggeettone eh.w!.4 1:01 Z.. al 1.'4! if
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gin: it t tritArntir
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fit00311117all !at canictuti 1211tICIRINT

Ws foal, that it is the responsibility of the indIviludl aohzga

*Wens to seri* this curriculum too that it will meet the needs of all

student', The gross tkat oo fool 04a be justifiably changed or added to

an the junior i2Sdh level are remodel reading, vocational, training, fin.

arts, and intramarale.

We 48 temisr bigh teak-J.:ma have found many students in our

classes that have Oblated inseecgate readilg atilities. True, many of

those stouts *rat Peva iota fAr4miato Usimrcumdm. Therefoleb by

providing s cams. i. resod:al roptiag and ampoein: the child to nsw

techndapme-istsvadimg eft Ma pm..ticOsr level, it weld help enrich our

ealtimaallvisvalmod "Matt ii tier area,

Aromaatabsillovitrirgoiswleitzw, olSp and ham economics, within

the latter 'Aft ositrol veal feeviat a r,aas thr0=11 shish the culturally

deprive. aistt pasat4r 444, 'tact skil:e are stressed nore than subject

matter.

As= womotratee 'flat toward a fine arts curriculum would

also Wm 'WY be se is Owl's w culturally de privod individual in-

sight into wt areas of learning and world also provido another area in

which the calturalAr deprived Ohild alet participate and feel that he has

dabs samathieg traeOladdIc.

It is ear feeling that a eall-I,Donaded barman/ proem' woad

give a larger pereantsga of the stadooto sr 4pportunitg to participate

in different sports and games. Ihrusgh thesis typos of activWes the

individuals could gain valoable social gni pa/siva aohirroments.
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child mho eight fool allemeted twat the others in the c1445: ,:b= m:nld hate

increased opportunities to became eons of the group " --a valuatle pert of

the group.

Inriohment of the curricula& to include remedial reading,

vocational training, fine arte, and Li:trauma sports would offer many

additional cpportmities for the 'child who is acoustomed to failvires to

excel in something. It le probatla that such a child's whole outlook toward

school and his ability as a student could be influenced so that the child

mad become a revticipator rather than au colcoker in the classroom.
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MOM. AND ICTEICILL GU IS

We foal that oertaia geoaval raise sbould be -bsarved by

teachers at all times*

1. Timbers shmeld act talcs a swin-or-sink attitude,
but help WSW student as an4h as possible.

2. Teachers should not be bullies, but should be fir:,
fairo and reasonable witb all students.

3. Teachers should gateway like all of their students
vxsetbla, It iv difficmIt to be catoletely fair

to etWil7,t4 log do not 1Vol
4. Teaohera chou%d aviAl 1paggiar i'.tudeato assigning

than to a oar;,. 14vel for the entire term
bcoaun% al their cl..11il; thslOtkbApidtsg period.

5. INWC 3h01114 not be used ens a tool for diao4line.
6. fimeabars should give litudents a fleltAr wt.' belonging

tv Utair Eghool and their acno.

7. It is a tamdbarra duty to w t Whit:4 hoz' naterial

intepplegf. Weak the essuckonr, dant be afraid of
°hangs.

A. Coop mews but nave a plesaant atooepaere.
9. !seta vs, tome as of a threat tkaa a reword.

Tr to asks thco eiraningfOl and roslistio.
W. %soarer possible, oorzeet aerieso disciplinary

protium it private.
U. Taachsra scut not oaks darogatory remarks about

rCher taastsre iv the premeds of students.
12. 11*.±:, nr4 coAstrootiva =Melina se superiors, Main.

istrators, oraleagusc, and students, aad make these
criticism for only those people who should hoar thou

1). Teaehere oust tabs speoitl oars to 'practice vbat they
preach; c11;1 rare gaiokly identify a hypoeritv.

If every teacher really obeerfad these rules as he is ethically

obligated to do we should nct be famed with eery tf the accusations which

sq confront es - soonsiations of disc:rind:nation, favoritisz, naglact, and

is forth.



SUMMLRI

This study is concerned with the investigation

of desegregation and the culturally deprived child. Section

One relates the methods and procedures used in the stud,.

Seotion Two consists of an Identification of the

Culturally Deprived Child. It should be made apparent here

that any extreme deviation from normal behavior patterns

could also inoicate deprivation. Different teacher relation..

ships have been discussed in Section Three. Section Four

consists mainly of SocioPersonal Relationship within the

School. A sound philosophy concerning these relationship*

will greatly alleviate difficulties Lb the future. Ural

and &Wool Responsibilities of School Personnel have been

categorised and treated aeparately in Section Five.

It is believed that if the ideas presented here

were used as guide use for desegregation and teaching the

culturally deprived child we could confront any problems

that might arise in the future more fairly and effectively.



el!eRAMP,TOTICS OF THE tTAJURALL-e OleCID
ALI1) IMRE eFECTiVE TEAOHINC mmos '0?oinciNG

WITH GRA DES 4., 5, ANT) 6

Philosophy

In a democratic society such ac ours the educaeion of all

people ie recognized a fundamental, Men and ,eomen eeeponeible

for their own government must be litornte in order to be in

position to deal with the problems thae confront them

In our industrial and highly te:NALcill sr cietv schoels

themselves in constant need of cveuleaeion and challge to meet the

needs of future

schools realize Oat knowledge alone is toe the eim and

end of education, but that self-real;.mation. the development of human

relationships, achievement of economic efficiency and a willfrigneen

and ability to accept eivic responsibi7J.ty are its primary purpose.

With these aims and objectives in mind. we then are In a

position to evaluate and assist: by all the mean* a: our command

that group of our children known as "the disadventeged" . whatever

their disadvantages happen to bet.

Characteristics of the Uisedvantaged Child

L. He lacks the ability to communicate freely,

2. He has known failure all his life.

3. He feels overpowered by teachers uhom he sees as hostile

foreigners makitg new and, to him, unreasonable demands

4. He fears that he will not be recognized and understood by

teachers and middle class childrea.

5. He is superstitious and inflexible in his beliefs about

such things as foods morality, ald family,



n oot:

loaymi.ng

7 He irazt iiitle 1:at

rind le.arniut wi)H. lb.-eeess

for its ilaapte

aE. `.ihere a des!..ne. hui reni wiah

to attain middi,,cIaris EverdEr6s,

9, He naG Icrip of :try.%ety. veY.

policeman arrives of on tite Lay whey. grade lArt-!_r crit

/0_ He.has very litqe Lcnowledge t patterFls 'c'ehevi-rr

He considers that school *s

12, His parents have little or no emmunicntica

such ways as attendance at P,T.A. .:III; ;:arant-tescher

conferences,

13 He is reLatively free from strain and sCif-biame,

l4. He enjoys other members of his family and :foes not 1:1.y to

compete with them..

15; He enjoys sports and games and frequently i.00ks r.9 this alma

as an opportunity to excel.

It He is quite willing to do tasks for the teacber such as passing

materials and cleaning chalk boards.

The teacherewill examine test scores of Ore children tc

how achievement compares with mental ability, If a chi::: s

achievement deviates ,very far. below -chit norm r:vr- his newel abrii.i:y,

she knows that he will need special help to vo.k up ).c) o.rs capacity.

Because the disadvantaged child has an attitude cf t'ailx7e

and hopelessness, the teacher will need to take ma-ay opl,:-t.,Inities

to bolster his self-concept, Whenever possiblIt sb will let h.Lia

participate in schoolroo.._ activities in which he ,.:en sur.00ed.
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Such accivi'cicc .Afs 1.10:11sehol.4 tf:.:Am4-1 act.: athLevics

the child :eett th.ct h hes .s placc

cynavantly be on the alert for an:,

succeed such as a. music. his -;_no-ciL 311 tbe cili.of.6:)o..-s, and

athletics. Th (?. teacher lhoWd eake H.:le to 1.icen co hL confiden::eu

and mai.e hint 5:.e.e1 that he is acceptcd.



r ore: aom,,:. of Oe terAors 5or

therc is )10 a.empt to set Tr any -eu.?di:-.1 )0

or th&rge 6'e etfec:.3 c,f

eve-7y child in 1).,!El N Lamitv:

a happy motAer anel oftcAl cc.,our c. aerPlie thci:

maternal and patel.nal 10!_)etl. A cloth..?r And :l'o-hz.7 .no ca;. ti

L1" oe Gem woing actively and t7o;.;,athTi hoc.

peacul center a child

A Parent should talk thingc coer

1.. Go along with th:i 'prc.t.t.d" ga!flcs

2. Share expence6,

B. Discipline is the whole onsE. of socinty.

Humans cannot exist cog.athr2r if pcop1-1

think only of Khemselves,

IL Discipline.- len-ming gocd ;)ehew;..or the 1-!.5h.f: .Eraq

the wrong. the helpful from the harmfal is ao dIffeven- :7i cm all

you teach your youngster. Therefore learning principles Ian b?

applied to this area,

III, Many ''actors Affect Child's Behavior

A, Those factors in the home environment. which affeot

children's behavior are:

1. Parental Attitude

2. Negligent parents

3, Economic Status

Number of children in howl

5. Material advantages (disadvantages)

6. Spiritual Values



h A f ci. tz., ,:; .

Coutf...cL w;,:h

2. Built LU) .1t41vQ;

3 Commuai(y ccstox!,

A 7:eaf,hers fact,:lrs are

1 Acceptance

2. Motivaticn

3, Enthusiasm

4. Development of s. mode i. for guide

D. Factors affecting the emotions hick in '.a..rn affec-i:

are:

1.. The possible anti-wed ohild

2, Unwanted child

3. Over sensitive child

4. Aggressive child

5, Inhibited child

6. Insecure child

7, The jealous child

SUMMARY

Once a person feels that others need his services his interest

or his affections, he usually makes normal progress IA social

adjustment, The important element is to permit him o feel pleasure

in his usefulness,

Each activity in which a person engages from early infancy

old age plays a pert in the development cE attittr:tes, These W.:titlxdes

are to become the guides of his future conduct and determine his

mental health. It is essential that the growing child to protected

from developing the attitudes that tend tn lead to n..1.apviness- hate,

jealousy, suspicion, greed, shiftlessness., end cowardice. Re should

be taught to develop attitudes of optimism, self assurance, henesty
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3ook RoA0aci-
S reek

New Pcpcti,r,
Clebster
St, Louis

LeorningMethods 'fest°
BYET-Nicer
Fo, LaudFrdale
1orida

Oolch Words and Phrase-3 Li sr

Y1: course: there aye
at which pupils belong,
(1) Rec7eatimal Le-.7e1
each 100 running words,
and well phrased,

:31!"

r' :r tc.Sts th..F. level

These leveli;
Pupil finds nct vnre than one unknown wJrd. e

O-ral reading i5 natural, somewhat rhy'.:hnical

(2) Instructional Level Pupil finds two to lou unknown words in each
100 running words, is stilt wall phrased and natural with few tensions
showing,

(5) Prvstration Level: PupZ.1 misset% five wore of .p.eh 100 words,
Oral reading becomes jerky repei,Ative, word by word Wth tensions
showing.

Teaching should not be attempted at the $rustrat:i.on le.vol. Pupils
can not learn when the load is too ueat. On the other hand they
learn very little if they read contiAually at the r2creationsl level,
The book at the instvuctional level Ls the only book thet provides for
real learning in reading.

The use of choral reading (.reading in unison) is one of the
uost effective tools ';.mployed in remedial_ reading.. The use of this

measure is helpful for the acpreciation of poetry and rhythm and ssaisto
in developing the spirit of belongingness and group cohesion in
the class.

A bibliography of some very good material to be used ir. this
field follows:

Anderscnt B. S "Why Cho :_o Speaking Txiternatinal :'ournnl of
Educwc,ion. 38:24 (narch, 1962) ,

Casey, J. 1. "vie Spank Together." Nat'iiohal Edu3ation AssocjAtion
Journal. 41:572 (December, 19R7.

Corbin,, R.K. "Three Days To A Greater Interest In Poems ' En:;Lish
Journal, 46:163-4 (March, 1957)

Dann9 J, A. "Speaking Thoughts x:Igether," Elementary Elzgllish,
24"289-92 (May, 1947).

Hilsabeck, E. M. "Therapeutic Possibilities of Choral 2peaking.
alisago School Journal_ 29:27-30 (September,. 1947) ,
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Par 17.17 I iiiL.c 0;7'. et( :; ; ik C

Err, S' . 4'4 `2 3.

; 1 y t t. t.
t t. 0 r*i .5(7 ;

tj 5'

;1;37: y e
Lt.! .."4, -...47,11,1 t f.Y4- r

4ziker, G, 'Choth sz-.4.11 v-8 1:;.1Ftii
. f-4' 3 ;

A 'F
30 ;

Hum.

11! group 1-4,..r.,nolv.:AJs o(it wc cf..juca.rfln

1:11.41. two 1 ccai. ute iry rksitt.Tg ins;

choral. reading; bringing the ce-ac ::- castataut s c

assist in this tycanch of re:lied jai.

-i.



Tac Art1

a large. ezt-.rt whetb?!..r. w ary dettcon

Toe Zollo4ing (101ineat'is :1-Le. specific: 1'1.k-,::T its

that are -Lf. prrimau ovit-i:c:-JoT.of-f: the 1;r 01.c21 !fit

the Cultteill. depri.re,1 and ,Jeszgge..:efl ehj.14,

1. Responsibl.lie_es of the. Adminstat'ictt

1. G^'_; !.-ag Equip:vrit,

A. Seing thav teachem know 4ou 'co uz:c

B. Prinaipal should ctneourlige its it se.

2, Flexible Progra'n (schedule)

A. PIL-luint; Period

B. Principal should be actively aware of c.:11.1 teach.rc. pro,!; am.

3. Adminstration must support the faculcy

4. Ruler & Regulation revisod and updated and :_;ien etch teacher..
.1Hende-:son City)

5. Persons of special skills should incorpcwa..xd it. City & County
systems.

1. Reading

2. Las it skills teach.zre (additional teachez.$)

3. Mental. Health

5. Comunity Public Relations: to info:n a.77ea og p',:aring probLeAs:

1. taxes

2. School Problems.

7. Principal- Teacher Relationship

1 Orie)ntation

2. Re:, 'se Persons

8n Principal Self Evaluation

9. Evaluation of Institute.



fr:.v( rz., 11nr .e in she iTi2aa GrilJe

)ncrasil:71 101:s; he 1eo1lite a sclool

or rainirtg, ;his is one of the realAms we

oclicve in-vcraint! Ate seEc gaIed tn ,k primar: qrades

means ,.ion e 11An hem to a i!=.111 classes, This

rQrlairts oni% ro Negrerifion prz.i.ctoed belween races, but

segfegation within rafxn,. We should endeavor, as leachers,

lo provide e:;periences and ;.ctivities through which all groaps

paTficipale mnd have a feelilg of belonL:ing. lv is our responsibility

t5 nelp tar.:-.form the unresporsiveo apathetic child into one uho

is AC ivel motivated ).o ach:ictre, One of our imporart: concerns

is :o e,f2lop an appetite fog wther learning during the ...ears

Fiflead., taad lo encourage each chid o move upward,

urrai341.DVill7:41Gli't

The segregated child me.) be maladjusted in different ways,

itn ma feel pojectedi unloved9 guilty and without value as

person, fle may believe tha he ci:n not amount to an, thing,

me ma. be no insecure and arcdous that art 'ask 15 intolezable,

Railu.ce ea.ns further disasler for him and he.ma, prefer not AD

Some give up wilbout an iotemptv or they to find s:toi-ciffs

).e.ng taem. imagined sucoensc Uthough the; are afraid t..) ris
a real attempr, lhey daydream their success, me./ fulfil! their

f.onitesI dreams in fantasy and lruzi in tuck ana music rahe: than

21;I1tned work,



ENVitt)N1ILVI ;

Nei3hborhood paterus _ion:, end .o surrovpd `aiA.con

h compahionl; whose a.i,uues re3.nloyce thei.r own Insleiot cf

expr essing a posi'ive attiludo toward school and bookso

children mv feel that school is an talaw?y vi.t.on, This aiti,nde

ma' be passed on by adu is or b (..nildren in he fami!), or

communitio In various neichbozhoods a child have ambi.ion,

tut it 5.a somewhat hampered b tba s-:'.gma of his surrouvdings,

In ihe home the paren is indiffereu:, overburdened 01 zejecting,

child's achievements are passed unnoticed; therefore1; the child

ma. depend upon pk sical or more immedialc grat24.fica:iont., De

i:e:s no hep in learning lo strive f a ~ a goall. Since the pre-school

child usuall', has identified himself with the paren: of his scx-

the life of that parent speaks louder than advice g:.ven 0 lie

child,, Often the parent ma feel beaten and hopeless aboui his

own career and as a result resigned himself to 'aever mting

an. where',

This home environment does not supply the child i'.1t attitudes

or essertlal skills for achieving. The prevailing environment

usually is composed of uneducated parents who seldom read., do not

i'rovide 6.7,oks or 7oys9 have no concern for sehoois9 and provide

Inadequate diel9 reve medical and denta/ care, Work is a learned

habits, and this habit is not found in homes of mall, c4! these

children,



oo

SUGGESTED C,1:',611C.W.U1.1 CILI.NGES

Since children var. y wilt respect o almost ever, measurable

habit and characterisic, it is impossible for hem to progress

the same rate in scheo) Thereforet provisions be made

in 'he curriculum to lake care of these indivicKiAl differences,

The curricalum should resign experiences tha will develop and

enrich he chi ;.d phsical development, 14ten a chid eners school,

certain abilities and degrees of skill in various activities are

zsstmed - such as .he ability to hold a pencil, cut with scissors

or color with crayons, However, the disadvantaged child, Laving

no experience with these materials in the past, finds it impossible

to master T hese tasks, To remedy this situation, many multi-sensory

experiences can be designed which include touching feeling,

listening, and talking,

Pupils in the primary grades have limited and often distorted

nations of the community just beyond their homes and schools, A

feeling for local industry,, local geography, and fox the folk-lore

about them, escapes man) children; but it always escapes the

child whose social movement has been limited by segregation or

poverty, Pield trips can greall) expand the classroom area,

The curriculum should provide experiences :ha' will promote

creativity, Creativity flourishes in a climate which has time

for imagination, '.huts, reasonable controls, Which bring the

primary child from the freedom of the home 1:43 the restraint of

the classroom, must be imposed with understanding, The boredom



4,,

and frustra ion which result# from extended periods unlw Lhese

new controls ma; blunt the curiosity Ind misdirect the energ)p

alienating the oungster from school experiences be.Fore it has

started, When primary f.hildren must arrive early and stay late

in order to accomodate bus schedule designed for older, more

toughened pupils, they may react in ways which reflect negatively

upon an otherwise rich school experience°

The curriculum should design exoeriences to maintain maximum

learning communication skills in Math., Reading, Listening, and

Writing, Thus, the following criteria should be kept in mind

by the First, Second and Third grade teachers,

(1) Axe you introducing the material in relecion to the child°s

interest backgroundt and vocabulary?

(2) Are you teaching independent work techacques?

(3) Are you stimulating the child to make good use of his

reading ability for his own pleasure?

(4) Are you &Wing 1.tti: subject matter to the abilities and

limitations of each individual child?

CHANGES WILL ODS1 MONEY

The enrichment of experiences in communication for pupils and

for teachers, but especially for those disadvantaged by practices

of segregation, will require the thoughtful expenditure of monies

which are, as yet, unavailable in the budgets of either school

district, The following proposals anticipate availability of funds

which might properl be used to facilitate them. Although Title I
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reimbursed at an hourly rate comparable to that require( to hire

substitute teachers for their evening visits, It is anti:Apa:ed

that a maximum of fifty hours, per semester, might be required of

regular or substitute teachers for both home and classroom visits,

If these hours were to carry compensation on the basis of starting

salary for an A.B. teacher, total expenditure for teacher visitation

could be estimated at $350.00 per teacher, per school year, this

expenditure is thought to be covered under definitions included

in Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, or it

Wight be Included in other portions of the Act no;;,yet clear].)

defined,

ADDITIONAL FUNDS CAN ASSIST IN TRANSPORTATION PROBLEMS

Provisien is made in Title I, as well as in other portions of The

Elementary and Secondary Education Act, for the extension, but no

the substitution of services, Plans to get additional use from

present busies, or, in the case of limited numbers cf smaller

children arriving later or leaving earlier, of using privately

owned station wagons, would need to result from agreement and

comprom..se among parent, teacher and administlator representatives,

It is proposed that committees with this wide representation be

formed to consider the problem of over-long hours for primary

pupils and the additional use of buses for educational field trips.

Such plans should be made before monies are available, so that

necessary applications can be prepared,

Action might be initiated by a joint committee of the teachers



and parents groups, with administration and school board representatives

joining in the deliberations.

/WM UM ION

In evaluating this revised curriculum we would utilize a

number of devices, In the classroom we would recommend the use

of standardized tests; these would be used as a guide in gqdging

the progress of the students along physical as well as academic

lines, In addition, a sociogram would be constructed, with the

questions being asked individually b) the teacher in the first

two grades, The questions for such a sociogram would be composed

by competent personnel,

On the professional level, individual conferences between

teacher and priocippl would serve as an evaluation guide, but

group discussions, which will include representatives of the

faculty, will take place as a continuation of the Summer Institute

on Segregation and Integration,

Finally, we would urge that a questionnaire be given to the

parents of each child who is involved in the program, ;be

questions and their wording should be placed in the hands of a

competent professional, so that the results will bring the

desired evaluation information,



APPIDIM

SIDGESTIM TEACITIlla J\IDS IN ZIE PIMARY GRADES

Presch00% or First Grade

Picture Readiness Game
Who Gets It?. Hateldng pictures alike and wake
Readiness for Reading.Workbook

Readi33C Pad
Stn.:Rooks
Word Games
Pie tara Word Cards
Basic Sight Cards
Group Word Teaching Gene
aftht Phrase Cards

Second Grade

Picture Word Cards
Basic Sight Cards
Group Word Teaching
Sight Phrase Cards

/. Consonant Lotto
Yovol Lotto
Basic Sight Void Test
Grasp Sire Picture Ward Cris
Group Size Consonant Cards
Group Site Touel Cards

Third Grade

Basic Sight Cards
Group Word Teaching
Sight Phrase Cards
Consonant Lotto
Venal lotto
Talreaowel Game
The Syllable Game
Basic Sight Word Test
Group Size Consonant Cards
Group Size Vela/ Cards



TASK GROUP D

Primary Grades (lv 2 & 3)

Bend Gate

Catherine Buxton

Central

Laura Earley
Clara Grp

Cairo

Edna Earle Kelly
Obbie Todd

Zebbardsville

Otis Meeks

Jefferson

Donald Grairatte
Mary Yoga/

Rebards

Frances Hess
I, ew Roister

South Heights

Jane Haber
Augusta Sellers
Gertrude Vincent

Weaverton

lore= Johnson
Aida Sellers
Hugh Sellers


